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The Effect Of Source Credibility On Promising Belief Messages: A Message
Pretesting Study To Address Covid-19 Vaccine Hesitancy Among Black
Americans
Abstract
Public health messaging campaigns can be useful tools for addressing vaccine hesitancy. Behavior
change theory-driven formative research, which guides campaign planners in message topic selection, is
necessary for campaigns’ success. However, such research cannot advise on how to communicate
campaign messages. Information processing theories propose avenues through which messages can be
made more persuasive.
Focusing on Black Americans, this dissertation aims to test an approach to improve future public health
messaging campaigns targeting COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy. Specifically, it investigates whether source
credibility (an information processing theory variable) can enhance the persuasiveness of differentially
promising campaign message topics. These message topics refer to beliefs associated with intention to
receive a COVID-19 vaccine.
Study 1 was a two-part belief elicitation. In the first part (Study 1A) participants (N=117) reported their
most salient beliefs related to the COVD-19 vaccine in an open-ended survey. The second part involved
topic modeling on 5945 tweets discussing the vaccine. Beliefs identified from these studies were
transformed into cross-sectional survey items for Study 2. Results from this study highlighted the utility in
combining traditional survey data with publicly available social media data to learn about the health
concerns of a target population.
Study 2 (N=500) identified beliefs varying in promise, following the Hornik & Woolf approach, to be
transformed into message topics. Study 3 was a message experiment where participants (N=245) were
exposed to messages, addressing either a “more” or “less” promising topic, designed to increase
vaccination intention. The messages were also either communicated by a health professional, or
layperson source.
Results of Study 3 indicated no main effects of neither message promise, nor source credibility on
vaccination intention. Messages targeting the “less” promising topic shifted the linked belief, but the
belief was not associated with intention. Messages on the “more” promising topic did not shift the linked
belief, but the belief was strongly associated with intention. Evidence from these studies underline the
benefit of choosing the most promising message topics when planning a public health messaging
campaign. These results also suggest that additional research is needed to identify credible sources for
vaccine non-intenders, and other differentiating characteristics of this unvaccinated population to develop
effective public messaging campaigns in the future.
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ABSTRACT
THE EFFECT OF SOURCE CREDIBILITY ON PROMISING BELIEF MESSAGES: A
MESSAGE PRETESTING STUDY TO ADDRESS COVID-19 VACCINE
HESITANCY AMONG BLACK AMERICANS
Chioma L. Woko
Robert C. Hornik
Public health messaging campaigns can be useful tools for addressing vaccine
hesitancy. Behavior change theory-driven formative research, which guides campaign
planners in message topic selection, is necessary for campaigns’ success. However, such
research cannot advise on how to communicate campaign messages. Information
processing theories propose avenues through which messages can be made more
persuasive.
Focusing on Black Americans, this dissertation aims to test an approach to improve
future public health messaging campaigns targeting COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy.
Specifically, it investigates whether source credibility (an information processing theory
variable) can enhance the persuasiveness of differentially promising campaign message
topics. These message topics refer to beliefs associated with intention to receive a COVID19 vaccine.
Study 1 was a two-part belief elicitation. In the first part (Study 1A) participants
(N=117) reported their most salient beliefs related to the COVD-19 vaccine in an openended survey. The second part involved topic modeling on 5945 tweets discussing the
v

vaccine. Beliefs identified from these studies were transformed into cross-sectional survey
items for Study 2. Results from this study highlighted the utility in combining traditional
survey data with publicly available social media data to learn about the health concerns of
a target population.
Study 2 (N=500) identified beliefs varying in promise, following the Hornik &
Woolf approach, to be transformed into message topics. Study 3 was a message experiment
where participants (N=245) were exposed to messages, addressing either a “more” or “less”
promising topic, designed to increase vaccination intention. The messages were also either
communicated by a health professional, or layperson source.
Results of Study 3 indicated no main effects of neither message promise, nor source
credibility on vaccination intention. Messages targeting the “less” promising topic shifted
the linked belief, but the belief was not associated with intention. Messages on the “more”
promising topic did not shift the linked belief, but the belief was strongly associated with
intention. Evidence from these studies underline the benefit of choosing the most promising
message topics when planning a public health messaging campaign. These results also
suggest that additional research is needed to identify credible sources for vaccine nonintenders, and other differentiating characteristics of this unvaccinated population to
develop effective public messaging campaigns in the future.
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CHAPTER 1: Literature Review
COVID-19 Vaccination Disparities and Vaccine Hesitancy
In the United States, marginalized populations have been disproportionately
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. Black Americans are among those who have been
the most negatively affected due to their increased susceptibility to the consequences of
the social determinants of health (LaVeist, 2005; Yancy, 2020). Compared to whites,
Black people in the United States are three times more likely to test positive for COVID19, almost five times more likely to be hospitalized as a result of related complications,
and twice as likely to die from COVID-19 (CDC, 2020). The advent of COVID-19
vaccination has also been fraught with racial disparity, although these disparity issues
appear to be more complex than those associated with coronavirus risk.
In the earlier months of the pandemic Black adults were the most hesitant to
receive a potential COVID-19 vaccine when one would become available (Woko et al.,
2020). In January 2021, 52% of Black adults reported they would wait and see about
getting vaccinated, compared to 40% of whites (Lopes, 2021). Research indicated that
these differences in intention were a result of higher “vaccine hesitancy”, defined as “the
delay in acceptance or refusal of vaccine services” (Dubé & MacDonald, 2020;
MacDonald, 2015a) in the Black population (Bogart et al., 2021; Hoffman & Lee, 2020;
Momplaisir et al., 2021). Anecdotal reports from a Black community in Pittsburgh
reflected community members’ concerns of being used as guinea pigs (Hoffman & Lee,
2020). One study found hesitancy towards a COVID-19 vaccine among Black adults
living with HIV to be associated with medical mistrust (Bogart et al., 2021). Similar
1

concerns of mistrust of the medical establishment were elicited from Black barbershop
and salon owners in Philadelphia, as well as apprehensions about the vaccine’s safety
(Momplaisir et al., 2021).
With time, levels of COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy among Black Americans have
decreased, while vaccination rates and intentions increase. May 2021 data from the
Kaiser Family Foundation (KFF) Vaccine monitor indicated that 56% of all Black adults
had received at least 1 vaccine dose, 6% reported wanting to get vaccinated as soon as
possible, 22% wanted to wait and see, 10% would do so only if required, and the
remainder said they would definitely not (Lopes & Stokes, 2021). These changes have
been attributed to local policies intentionally targeting issues of access, successful public
communication efforts, and changing norms (Bunn, 2020.; Ndugga et al., 2021). While
these statistics are promising and bode well for the goal of attaining herd immunity, there
remained then about a third of the Black population who were either hesitant or outright
refusing and were likely so for a variety of reasons. Therefore, potential within-group
differences in drivers and barriers to vaccination uptake are necessary to consider when
planning a public health intervention.
Blackness is not monolithic
Black people are not a monolith, an essential fact to consider when planning
public health interventions, including those addressing COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy.
There is significant variation within the Black American population due to factors such as
geographic region, nationality, age, gender, income, and education. Additionally, specific
to health behaviors, there can be within-group variation stemming from cognitive
2

characteristics such as fatalism, medical mistrust, perceived disease risk, perceived
disease severity and more (Niederdeppe & Levy, 2007). In the context of a somewhat
similar disease area, influenza, extensive research has demonstrated notable subgroup
variations driving flu vaccine hesitancy among Black people. African Americans have
different experiences with the healthcare system, depending on gender, age, education,
and income. Therefore, based on different combinations of these demographic factors,
people are likely to have varying attitudes towards the vaccine (Freimuth et al., 2017;
Quinn et al., 2018). Research in this space has found older and higher income Black
people to be more likely to have positive attitudes towards the flu vaccine, and less likely
to endorse vaccine-related conspiracies and naturalist approaches towards protection
from the flu than those who are younger and lower income. Lower perceived disease
severity and risk have also been associated with higher flu vaccine hesitancy. Studies
have also uncovered experiences with discrimination, medical mistrust, and heightened
awareness of one’s racial identity in healthcare settings to be associated with hesitancy.
Another study found reporting of such experiences to be most prevalent among those of
lower income (Quinn et al., 2017).
To date, few studies have focused on investigating subgroup differences in
COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy within the Black American population. Given the
previously reported evidence on both COVID-19 and influenza vaccine hesitancy, the
public health field ought to invest in doing so in order to deploy communication
interventions that will be most impactful in a cluttered media environment. Theory-driven
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formative research can be conducted to investigate and identify these subgroup
variations.
The Role of Theory-Driven Formative Research in Mass Media Campaign
Development
Over the past few decades, mass media campaigns have demonstrated success in
affecting positive change among a wide range of health behaviors (Hornik, 1997). Public
messaging campaigns have been found to influence sunscreen use, cancer screening, antismoking behaviors, safe sex practices, nutrition behaviors, physical activity, and more
(Snyder, 2007; Wakefield et al., 2010). However, amidst these successes are campaigns
that have fared less favorably in terms of proving changes in behavior were indeed a
result of the campaign’s messages; a key factor in assessing a campaign’s success. While
many factors could hinder the effectiveness of a health communication campaign, an
important contributor to a successful campaign is the inclusion of data obtained from
careful formative research.
Formative research is an essential component of public health campaign planning,
as deciding on message topics is one the most important and challenging aspects of the
planning process. Upon identifying a specific behavior to target among a defined
population, campaign planners must then determine what the campaign will be about
(Hornik & Woolf, 1999). Behavior-change theories, such as the Reasoned Action
Approach, or its latest iteration the Integrative Model (IM), are instructive for message
topic selection (Cappella, 2006; Fishbein & Ajzen, 2011; Fishbein & Cappella, 2006).
Although these theories do not tell one exactly how to create a message, they do provide
guidance on how to decide what the message should say.
4

The IM is one of the most commonly applied theories for formative research due
to its integration of various validated theoretical perspectives (Bandura, 1994; Fishbein &
Ajzen, 2011; Prochaska & DiClemente, 1983; Rosenstock et al., 1994). The theoretical
framework suggests that behavior is most proximally predicted by one’s intention to
engage in said behavior, and further, that intention is predicted by three cognitive
variables (Fishbein & Cappella, 2006). Specifically, these variables are perceived
normative pressure (including both descriptive and subjective norms), attitudes, and
perceived behavioral control, which is also a moderator of intention. Each of these three
variables are informed by related beliefs, which are typically what a health
communication campaign is designed to target. The theory not only assists in the
selection of beliefs, but also belief themes, which are specific overarching categories of
composite beliefs.
The utility of the IM or one of its predecessors (i.e., the Reasoned Action
Approach or the Theory of Planned Behavior) in aiding campaign message selection has
been demonstrated in the public health communication literature across different health
areas. For example, these frameworks have been used to guide formative research
seeking to identify salient cognitions predicting youth STD testing (Boudewyns &
Paquin, 2011), college students’ sleep behaviors (Robbins & Niederdeppe, 2015), and
adolescents’ meditation behaviors (Erbe et al., 2020). The efficacy of theory-driven
formative research has also been extensively supported at both the planning and
evaluation stages of anti-tobacco communication interventions (Brennan et al., 2017;
Kranzler et al., 2017; Lee et al., n.d.; Parvanta et al., 2013; Sangalang et al., 2019; Zhao
5

et al., 2016). The cited studies all provide cogent evidence to support the importance of
applying behavior change theory to inform campaign topic selection.
Types of formative research for belief elicitation
Best practices for identifying promising beliefs for a mass media campaign
involve theory-driven, evidence-based approaches. There is an assortment of both
quantitative and qualitative formative research methodologies that can be applied at this
phase of campaign development. Qualitative approaches include the use of extant
literature on the given health behavior, focus groups, in-depth interviews, and elicitation
surveys. Meanwhile, quantitative methods involve the use of cross-sectional surveys and,
more recently, unsupervised machine learning from media sources (R. Hornik & Woolf,
1999; Sangalang et al., 2019). With each set of approaches comes its own advantages and
disadvantages. For instance, qualitative methods enable one to learn about behaviorrelated beliefs through the language of the target population, however these data are
uncertainly generalizable to the greater population. Meanwhile, use of quantitative data
confers an advantage because it allows for data collection from a larger, more
representative sample. However quantitative data can suffer similar threats to external
validity due to selection issues. Additionally, in the case of cross-sectional studies one is
unable to establish temporal order in the belief and intention relationship. (Lee et al.,
2016).
There is also a unique challenge to the formative research process that arises
when seeking to address a novel health behavior. A paucity of literature in a new health
area would make it difficult to draw from past research and prior surveys. Such a
6

challenge was faced by Sangalang and colleagues (2019) when seeking to inform the
development of a national youth anti e-cigarette campaign. At the time of the study ecigarette use, or vaping, was a relatively new behavior. Therefore, there was insufficient
literature from which to identify potential target beliefs from. Thus, they opted to also
employ the use of an elicitation survey and an unsupervised machine learning method,
specifically, topic modeling. Elicitation surveys are instruments developed using
behavior change theories, such as the IM, to gather salient attitudinal, normative, and
self-efficacy beliefs related to a specific behavior in a target population. The goal of these
open-ended surveys is to elicit the most immediate beliefs under the above three
categories pertaining to a health behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2011). Meanwhile, topic
modeling allows researchers to make use of mass media sources to determine perceptions
related to a given subject by using statistical modeling assumptions to aggregate similar
terms into topic clusters (Chan et al., 2020; Maier et al., 2018; Odlum et al., 2020). This
combination of methods was used with the intention of triangulating on an exhaustive set
of beliefs and themes that could potentially be targeted for a national anti-vaping
campaign.
Campaign topic selection: Hornik & Woolf approach
While literature reviews, elicitation surveys, focus groups, and topic modeling can
assist in developing a vast list of behavior-relevant beliefs, they cannot provide
information on the association between those beliefs with intention, nor behavior.
Therefore, the previously described methods are also often used in tandem with a distinct
cross-sectional survey analysis approach for campaign topic selection. This approach
pushes the others further by taking into account the association between behavior-specific
7

beliefs and intention. Given behavior change theories’ emphasis on the necessity of
persuasive campaigns to target beliefs significantly related to intentions, the Hornik and
Woolf (HW) approach (1999) was devised to address this gap.
Not only does HW provide information on the belief and intention relationship, it
also allows practitioners to differentiate among individuals who have intentions to engage
in a behavior based on their endorsement of a related belief or theme. Specifically,
according to HW, there are three criteria one uses to ascertain whether a particular belief
or theme should be targeted in a public messaging campaign. First, is whether the
potential belief is associated with intention or behavior. According to this criterion, there
should be some differentiation of endorsement of the belief between those who do and do
not intend to adopt a behavior. Second, is whether that belief is one that is strongly
endorsed by the entire population. When a substantial portion of the population has not
endorsed the strongest pro-behavior belief, it means that there is “room to move”. These
two criteria are then combined to calculate a percentage to gain for a belief or theme,
which aids in the selection of promising beliefs. The percentage to gain statistic tells us
the maximum percentage of people that could end up moving to the healthy behavior if a
communication campaign were able to get 100% of the population to strongly endorse
that belief, if the belief was causally related to the behavior.
The first two HW criteria provide useful empirical evidence for the potential
promise of a belief or theme. However, a third more subjective criterion must also be
applied to aid in campaign topic selection. This final criterion requires campaign planners
to determine whether a promising belief could, or even should, be creatively transformed
8

into a persuasive health campaign message. For example, there could be a belief elicited
from the formative research process that is significantly associated with intention, has a
relatively high percentage to gain compared to other candidates, but is touching on a
sensitive issue that may not be appropriate for a wide audience. Or, a potentially
promising belief could be based on a conclusion that lacks scientific consensus, thus its
targeting for a public messaging campaign might not be prudent. Such are the factors that
need to be weighed by a campaign planner, for which HW can provide guidance.
In the case of the novel coronavirus pandemic and its related vaccination
behavior, one comes across the same sets of issues faced by Sangalang et al., (2019).
COVID-19 vaccination is a new behavior for which insufficient literature exists to
explain the drivers of vaccine uptake. Therefore, planners of a vaccination campaign
would need to implement a variety of formative research methodologies, such as those
previously described, to aid in the selection of potential topics for a COVID-19
vaccination campaign.
The Elaboration Likelihood Model & Source Credibility
The Elaboration Likelihood Model (ELM) is a dual process theory of persuasion
which explains that under different circumstances, there will be variation in the extent to
which individuals are able to engage in effortful, issue-relevant processing of
information. Thus, the model puts forth two routes to persuasion: the central and
peripheral. The central route to persuasion involves more systematic processing of
information presented in a message, while the peripheral route involves the use of
heuristic principles to make judgements (Petty & Briñol, 2010; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).
9

These routes to persuasion are associated with the degree to which individuals are able
and motivated to elaborate on an argument. When persuasion occurs through the central
route, message elaboration will be high and involve careful deliberation and scrutiny of
the presented information. Variables influencing persuasion through central route
processing are the message’s advocated position (i.e., counter- vs. pro-attitudinal) and the
strength of the argument being made. Persuasion through the peripheral route occurs
when elaboration is low and thus involves the use of non-message cues to make
assessments of the argument being offered. Such cues include source credibility,
argument quantity, liking of the source, and perceived consensus on the advocated topic.
Although the ELM anchors on two discrete persuasion routes, the amount of message
elaboration one can engage in ranges on a continuum of very high elaboration, to none at
all (O’Keefe, 2015). Evidence also suggests that persuasion is capable at any point along
this continuum.
While persuasion through central and peripheral route processes are associated
with either high or low levels of elaboration, at moderate levels of elaboration, persuasion
can occur through a combination of these two sets of processes (Chaiken & Trope, 1999).
There are two important conditions that affect the degree of elaboration an individual is
likely to engage in: motivation and ability. The presence or absence of these two factors
is determined by a receiver’s personal involvement with a message topic, their need for
cognition, competing distractions, and prior knowledge on the topic (O’Keefe, 2015). For
high levels of elaboration to occur, both motivation and ability to process information
must be present. For example, when personal involvement with a topic is low, peripheral
10

cues such as source credibility or argument quantity are used to make appraisals of the
message. However, when personal involvement is high, an audience is more likely to
process the message based on the merits of its arguments (Petty et al., 1981). Although
specific variables are associated with each route to persuasion, these different variables
can actually also serve to influence persuasion through more than one mechanism
(Chaiken & Trope, 1999).
Source credibility: dimensions and measurement
Source credibility refers to an audience’s assessment of a communicator’s
believability (O’Keefe, 2015). Rather than being an intrinsic attribute, perceptions of a
communicator’s credibility are informed by judgements made based on information
provided in a message. There are two key factors that have emerged as essential
components of source credibility: expertise and trustworthiness. Expertise refers to the
extent to which a source is perceived as competent or qualified to speak on an issue,
essentially whether they are in a position to know what’s right or wrong. Meanwhile,
trustworthiness refers to the integrity of the speaker and how likely they are to be honest.
Although these two factors are substantively different and various studies have
manipulated their effects on persuasion separately, evidence suggests that sources cannot
be deemed credible if they are expert but not trustworthy, and vice versa (Pornpitakpan,
2004). However, there are situations when emphasis is reasonably placed on one
dimension over the other.
For example, in seeking to investigate persuasive effects of source credibility on
attitudes towards an education policy, Petty et al., (1981) focused solely on expertise by
11

manipulating whether a message either came from an education professor, or a high
school student. Additionally, investigators examining the effects of exposure to online
health information from credible sources on behavior also only manipulated the
dimension of expertise (Eastin, 2001). Alternatively, in investigating message approaches
for decreasing vaccine hesitancy, researchers measured the separate main effects of
source credibility dimensions, as well as their combined effects (Xu et al., 2020). In sum,
depending on the research objective, the effects of source credibility can be evaluated
through the manipulation of one or more of the essential dimensions of the variable. For
my research purposes, I will be focusing on the effects of perceived source credibility as
a whole, rather than on the effects of the separate dimensions.
The role of source credibility in persuasion
In the ELM source credibility is highlighted as an important variable when
persuasion occurs through the peripheral route. The theory puts forth that in conditions
where motivation and ability to elaborate on a message are low, peripheral cues, such as
source credibility, will inform the evaluation of a message. This position has been
supported by different studies in the literature. For example, researchers sought to test
effects of source credibility on persuasion under different personal relevance conditions
(Petty et al., 1981). The study focused on attitude change towards an advocated policy as
the persuasion outcome and specifically manipulated source expertise as a representation
of credibility. Investigators found that when the message was high in personal relevance,
the strength of the argument was most instrumental to attitude change. In the same
relevance condition, the peripheral cue of source expertise had no effect. However, when
personal involvement was low, attitude change was predicted by source expertise. Similar
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results were observed in a later study. Investigators hypothesized that an expert source
communicating an HIV prevention message would increase the persuasiveness of the
message, compared to a non-expert source (Umeh & Stanley, 2005). However, they
found no effects of communicator credibility, likely because most participants were
recently sexually active, suggesting a level of personal involvement with the message
topic. The results from a meta-analysis of studies researching the effects of source
credibility also supported the claim of the ELM that source credibility is consequential to
persuasion under lower levels of elaboration (Kumkale et al., 2010).
Evidence also suggests that the role source credibility plays in the persuasion
process can be a bit more complex. While credibility heuristics are significant predictors
of persuasion under less effortful processing, according to the literature this cue can also
enhance persuasion during higher levels of elaboration. For example, Reimer and
colleagues (2004) sought to probe the claims made by the ELM and other dual processing
theories about the persuasive effect of source credibility. Researchers tested the effects of
source expertise and argument strength on attitudes towards a university policy change
among college students. Their results indicated that even in high levels of elaboration
peripheral cues play a role in persuasion. Specifically, they found that strong arguments
can provide evidence for the credibility of a source, and that a perceived expert source
can serve as a moderator in the causal pathway between argument strength and attitude
change. Clark et al., (2012) provided evidence for the importance of source credibility
under moderate levels of elaboration. Across two studies they found that when
motivation and ability to process are neither high nor low, participants made judgements
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on the message based on both the stance and expertise of the communicator. At moderate
levels of elaboration, the persuasiveness of both counter- and pro-attitudinal messages is
influenced by the proficiency of the source, as well as the strength of the argument.
Use of credible sources in addressing racial health disparities
The persuasion literature has established the importance of credible sources in
communicating messages intended to impact some cognitive or behavioral outcome.
Evidence from research in racial health disparities also demonstrates the necessity of
trusted and expert messengers. During the H1N1 pandemic researchers sought to identify
approaches to increase the persuasiveness of pro-vaccination messages (Frew et al.,
2012). They found communicator expertise both increased perceptions of trust, as well as
positive attitudes towards H1N1 vaccination. Participants also reported being more likely
to trust and receive a vaccine if they were encouraged to obtain one by a health
professional. Similar observations have been made related to flu vaccine hesitancy.
African Americans were more likely to trust information about the vaccine if it came
from a healthcare worker, compared to an organization that might have vested interests in
vaccination (Quinn et al., 2017).
Also in the health communication disparities literature, identification and
perceived similarity have been found to facilitate positive persuasive outcomes by
increasing credibility appraisals of a source. In investigating the mechanisms through
which breast cancer survivor stories have persuasive effects, Kreuter et al., (2008)
presented evidence to support this mechanism. They found that exposure to breast cancer
survivor stories from other Black women increased identification with the story and
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source, and that identification increased trust of the source. Similar evidence was found
in a study examining heart disease information-sharing on Facebook. African American
avatars whose Facebook pages conveyed stronger levels of ethnic identity were perceived
as more credible by the African American participants (Spence et al., 2013). Conversely,
white participants found the low ethnic identity condition more credible. Whites also
reported lower levels of trust and perceptions of goodwill in their assessment of the high
ethnic identity pages.
The previously described studies from both the public health and persuasion
literature illustrate sundry conditions in which source credibility can play both direct and
indirect roles in persuasion. The existing evidence converges on the conclusion that using
a credible source to communicate a health message is the most advisable strategy, even in
situations where the effects may not be very large. Another inference that can be made
from these findings is that there seem to be many message-related variable combinations
that can highlight the importance of source credibility in persuasion. This suggests that
there is ample room for additional research to provide further directions for the use of
credible sources in persuasive messaging to affect positive health behavior change.
The present studies
The present studies aim to connect findings from persuasion literature to those
from health behavior change literature to inform the development of effective public
health messaging campaigns seeking to address racial disparity in COVID-19
vaccination. National data on vaccination rates indicate differences in intentions to obtain
a COVID-19 vaccine by age. In May 2021, 48% of adults aged 18-29 and 51% of those
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aged 30-49 had received at least one dose of a vaccine. In comparison, 69% of those aged
50-64 and 83% of adults 65 and above had received at least one dose (Lopes et al.,
2021a). At that time, the lack of COVID-19 vaccine eligibility for all adults up until April
19th, 2021 was likely a strong contributor to these age-based variations. The elderly were
among the first to be prioritized for vaccine access (Affairs (ASPA), 2020). However,
time did not fully close this disparity. In July 2021, 57% of adults aged 18-29 and 58% of
those aged 30-49 had received at least one dose of a vaccine. Meanwhile, 73% of those
aged 50-64 and 85% of those aged 65 and above had received at least one dose (Lopes et
al., 2021b). This pattern of lower vaccine adoption among younger adults is consistent
across racial groups, including Black people.
Focusing mainly on younger and middle-aged adults, I employ a combination of
qualitative and quantitative methods to identify salient COVID-19 vaccine beliefs to test
in a message experiment. This experiment will test the combined effects of source
credibility and message topics varying in promise on vaccination intention, with the aim
of providing evidence on whether credible sources can enhance the persuasiveness of
“weaker” or less promising messages. This research will not only push persuasion and
health behavior change literature forward but will also bridge them together. In bridging
these two bodies of work, results from these studies will provide useful guidance for
campaign planners on what topics campaigns should address and how to communicate
the messages to a targeted population.
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Overview of Studies
The following studies have been designed to provide evidence for the
development of public health messaging campaigns addressing COVID-19 vaccine
hesitancy in a rapidly changing vaccine environment. The first study, a belief elicitation,
aims to address the following questions: what are the most salient beliefs held among the
Black American population about COVID-19 vaccination, and what additional
information can be learned about these beliefs on social media? The second study, a
cross-sectional survey, builds on the first by assessing the relationships among the
previously identified vaccination beliefs, intention to get vaccinated, and vaccination
behavior. Finally, the third study, reliant on the first two, is a message experiment which
compares the effects of the following on vaccination intention: 1) previously identified
beliefs, or message topics, that vary in extent of promise, 2) source credibility, and 3) the
interaction of source credibility and belief promise. Together, these studies will enable
me to probe the overarching question of this dissertation: how do credible messengers
affect the persuasiveness of message topics designed to increase COVID-19 vaccination
intentions, which vary in promise? Participation in all the human-subjects studies
described in this dissertation was limited to Black adults in the United States.
Interrogation of the above question begins with Study 1, which is a mixed-method
elicitation study combining an open-ended survey (Study 1A) and an application of LDA
topic modeling on tweets (Study 1B). In Study 1A, participants were probed on their
beliefs most closely associated with behavioral intention. It highlights the importance of
identifying concerns around a given health behavior directly from the target population
when planning a public health campaign. Then, using an unsupervised machine learning
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method, Study 1B enriches data from Study 1A by analyzing social media discourse on
the COVID-19 vaccine in metropolitan areas in the U.S. with large Black populations.
In Study 2, vaccination beliefs identified from the prior study were transformed
into quantitative survey items. In this cross-sectional survey the association between
these beliefs and vaccination intention, and beliefs and vaccination behavior are
measured. Then, following the guidelines of the Hornik and Woolf (HW) approach,
promising beliefs for a potential messaging campaign were selected.
Study 3 is a message pretesting experiment reflecting an effort to identify the
interaction effect of credible messengers and promise of potential message topics on
vaccination intentions. Two separate beliefs identified from study 2, one less promising
and one more promising based on percentage to gain values obtained from HW analyses,
were transformed into messages. The term “promising” is used as defined by the HW
approach (Hornik & Woolf, 1999). These beliefs represent message topics that are either
“weaker” or “stronger” relative to each other in terms of potential impact on intention and
are expected to shift either a smaller or larger proportion of a population towards
behavioral adoption. The messages are either communicated by a health professional or a
lay person as a manipulation of source credibility.
These three studies provide evidence on whether a message expected to have a
lesser effect on behavioral adoption can be made more persuasive, and thus more
impactful on intention by a credible messenger. This evidence will be important for
public health and communication literature for two main reasons. First, public health
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campaigns are deployed in a cluttered media environment and must compete with a
variety of media messages for an audience’s attention. Therefore, evidence-based
recommendations on how to target issues relevant to a population and how to
communicate them to affect the health behavior in question can aid in developing a
campaign that can break through the clutter. Second, not all promising beliefs can be
selected for a campaign for different reasons. For instance, a belief might have a high
percentage to gain, but the topic in question may not have scientific consensus with
which to either support or refute it. Or, a promising message topic may be impractical or
inappropriate to disseminate in a mass media campaign. Thus, one might have to choose
a belief that is less promising, meaning that is likely to have a weaker effect on intention
and likely to move fewer people towards behavioral adoption. These studies will provide
direction on how a credible messenger can enhance the persuasiveness of a campaign
message topic, and thus increase the potential impact of the campaign at the population
level.
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CHAPTER 2: Study 1 – A Mixed-Method Approach to Identifying Salient COVID19 Vaccination Beliefs among Black American Adults
Introduction
The purpose of Study 1 is to identify the most salient beliefs on COVID-19
vaccination among Black adults in the U.S. This study is an elicitation exercise
combining two approaches (Study 1A and Study 1B) of collecting qualitative data from a
target population. Study 1A involves a more traditional belief elicitation where people are
prompted to provide short text responses in an open-ended survey. The survey items are
designed to extract responses pertaining to the three categories of beliefs most closely
associated with a given health behavior. A total of 117 Black people were sampled, and
each person was able to provide up to five responses for each of six total belief elicitation
items. The data was analyzed by organizing survey responses into overarching themes
based on similarities to one another.
Next, Study 1B is designed to supplement the first by applying a natural language
processing (NLP) technique in a corpus of tweets to identify semantically meaningful
clusters, or topics, among the texts. Specifically, Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) topic
modeling was the utilized approach. LDA is one of many topic modeling strategies, but it
was chosen due to its effectiveness in analyzing both long and short texts (Jiang et al.,
2021). LDA topic modeling clusters words that frequently co-occur into k topics, and k
(the number of topics) is specified by the investigator. The model will return the k topics,
words are assigned to topics, and the model will also provide distributions for topics
within a document (i.e., the proportion of topic 3 in tweet “x” is 0.91). For this study
LDA was applied to a corpus of 5945 tweets related to COVID-19 vaccination, which
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were also from metropolitan U.S. cities with large Black populations (U.S. Census
Bureau, 2020). The top 10 tweets in each topic were reviewed to categorize emergent
themes, and the results of the thematic analyses from both studies were combined. It is
worth noting that Study 1A included only Black respondents, Study 1B could not be
exclusively focused on Black respondents, since race was not self-identified for tweets.
Study 1A: Open-Ended Elicitation Survey
Method
Study Participants
Participants (N=117) were recruited through CloudResearch (formerly
TurkPrime), a platform that connects researchers to Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk)
workers. MTurk is a platform through which individuals (workers) can complete a
variety of tasks, referred to as human intelligence tasks (HITs), for compensation.
Eligibility criteria for study participation included being resident in the United States,
being 18 years of age, and identifying as Black or African American.
A stratified sampling approach was utilized to oversample younger adults because
of the disproportionate rate of COVID-19 vaccine adoption by age observed in the U.S.
population across all racial groups (Lopes et al., 2021b). At the time of data collection,
adults aged 65 and over (85%) and 50-64 (73%) were more likely to have been
vaccinated than those between 18-29 (57%) and 30-49 years of age (58%). Study
sampling was thus broken down by age range as follows; 18-29, 30-49, 50-64, and 65 and
older. The two younger age groups were each allotted n=40 participants, while the two
older age groups were each allotted n=20 participants.
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Additional eligibility criteria specific to CloudResearch were established to
ensure satisfactory data quality. Specifically, workers needed to have at least a 30% HIT
approval rating, referring to the proportion of their completed HITs that were approved
by the HIT creator. They also must have been approved for at least 50 HITs to qualify for
the study (Aguinis et al., 2021). While these requirements could have been more
restrictive, consideration was made for the relatively small proportion of Black/African
American MTurk workers (9%) to avoid being overly burdensome on the recruitment
process (Moss, 2020). The study ran from 08/14/2021 to 08/18/2021 and was approved
by the University of Pennsylvania’s Institutional Review Board.
Measures
The elicitation survey was developed using the Theory of Reasoned Action and its
descendant frameworks (Erbe et al., 2020; Fishbein & Ajzen, 2011; Sangalang et al.,
2019). The theory states that behavioral intention is predicted by behavioral beliefs,
normative beliefs, and self-efficacy beliefs. Thus, in seeking to understand the
population’s COVID-19 vaccination perceptions, measures were developed to probe
these categories of beliefs.
Vaccination Behavior and Intention. Participants were asked about their
vaccination status with the following item, “Have you received at least one dose of the
COVID-19 vaccine, or not?” Response options were “Yes”, “No”, “Don’t know”, and
“Prefer not to answer”.
Belief Items. Participants were asked about their expected outcomes of getting a
COVID-19 vaccine (behavioral beliefs), their perceived expectations of those in their
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social networks (normative beliefs), and facilitators or barriers to their getting vaccinated
(self-efficacy beliefs). They were able to provide up to five responses to each item.
1. Behavioral Beliefs: What do you see as the [advantages | disadvantages], or
[good | bad] things, that might result from your obtaining an available COVID-19
vaccine?
2. Normative Beliefs: We often look to others when making certain decisions. Please
list the groups or individuals (no names, just types of relationships or
occupations) you think would [support | object] or [approve | disapprove] of you
getting an available COVID-19 vaccine?
3. Self-Efficacy Beliefs: What factors, or circumstances, would make it [easy |
difficult] for you to obtain an available COVID-19 vaccine?
Analyses
Univariate analyses were employed to describe the study sample. Thematic
analysis was used to categorize responses into unique beliefs, and then sets of beliefs into
themes.
Results
Participant Demographics
Table 1 presents the demographic characteristics of the study sample. At the time
of data collection, most participants (68%) had received at least one dose of the COVID19 vaccine. Mean age of respondents was 39, with a range of 18 to 75 years old. Most
identified as women (56%), while the remainder identified as men. Almost all
participants self-identified as Black or African American (97%), and separately,
approximately 4% reported being Hispanic. More than half of the sample (63%) had
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completed at least a 2-year college degree and almost half (46%) made $50,000 or more a
year. Study participants were mostly living in urban areas (51%), were either full or parttime employed (72%) and were mostly working at home (55%).
Table 1. Descriptive characteristics of participants (N=117)
M(SD) or %
Vaccination status*
Received at least 1 dose
No doses received
Age (years)
Gender
Man
Woman
Latinx
Education
Less than high school
High school graduate and some college
2-year college
4-year college and higher
Household income*
$0-25k
$25-50k
$50-75k
$75,000>
Community*
Rural
Suburban
Urban
Employment status*
Full time
Homemaker
Part time
Student
Temporarily unemployed
Retired
Unable to work
Work from home*
Mostly at home
Mostly away from home

67.5%
30.8
39 (15.3)
43.6%
56.41
4.3%
2.6%
35
13.7
48.7
19.7%
29.9
20.5
25.6
12.8%
35
51.3
56.4%
1
15.4
6
9
9
3.4
54.7%
38.5

“*” represents items for which one or more respondent(s) did not answer.
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Belief Themes and Individual Beliefs
Across the six separate survey items a total of 2556 responses were obtained from
the 117 study participants. Given the volume of the data, responses from a random half
sample of participants were analyzed. Also, only responses to the behavioral beliefs and
self-efficacy belief questions were included in the analysis. Responses to the normative
belief items (i.e., “Who would approve/disapprove of you getting an available COVID-19
vaccine?”) were excluded from the analysis due to the nature of the responses. Examples
of responses to those items include, "Friend”, “Mother”, “Scientists”, “Coworkers”, and
“The government”. While this data is useful, the target message sources for the
messaging experiment (Study 3) had already been predetermined. However, the
responses in essence are reflective of the dichotomy of message source this dissertation
aims to investigate: the expert vs. the non-expert.
Across the responses to the behavioral and self-efficacy belief items, 8 unique
belief themes related to COVID-19 vaccination were identified. The 8 themes are as
follows: vaccine efficacy, vaccine safety, vaccine accessibility, vaccine information,
going back to normal, vaccine-related policies, social influences, and personal health
and wellbeing. Table 2 presents examples of responses corresponding to each theme.
Vaccine Efficacy. The theme of “efficacy” refers to respondents’ perceptions of
how well the COVID-19 vaccine works in doing what it was developed to do, such as
mitigating the spread of coronavirus and preventing serious consequences of infection.
These beliefs include views on efficacy in general, efficacy for others, and efficacy for
oneself. Efficacy-related beliefs were reported as both advantages and disadvantages of
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getting vaccinated. Participants explained that getting vaccinated would help stop the
spread of the virus, would protect one from getting COVID-19, and would protect against
the Delta variant (CDC, 2022). That the vaccine would lessen severity of the illness and
reduces chances of death was also highlighted. Conversely, some participants were
concerned that the vaccine would not be as effective against new variants, and that people
could still contract and spread the coronavirus despite vaccination.
Vaccine Safety. Beliefs under the theme of “safety” describe participants’ views
on potential harms one might experience if they received the COVID-19 vaccine. Such
beliefs were only reported as disadvantages of getting vaccinated and self-efficacy
inhibitors. Concerns included experiencing an allergic reaction to the vaccine, short-term
side effects, unknown long-term effects on one’s health, infertility, contracting
coronavirus from the vaccine, and death.
Going Back to Normal. The “going back to normal” theme consists of beliefs
which reflect the desire to live life as one once did before the onset of the current
pandemic. These beliefs were only elicited as advantages of vaccination. Participants
reported that they’d feel safer going out in public, would no longer have to wear masks,
and would be able to patronize vaccine-restricted facilities. They also highlighted the
ability to travel with ease once more, and that they’d be able to safely spend time with
family and friends.
Vaccine Accessibility. The theme of “accessibility” encapsulates the structural
barriers (Viswanath et al., 2021) individuals might have or did come across while trying
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to obtain a COVID-19 vaccine, and what might eliminate those barriers. Beliefs related to
this theme were reported as factors that would make it both easy and difficult to get
vaccinated. Respondents described cost of vaccination, vaccines being locally
unavailable, vaccination sites being inaccessible, and both a lack of free or any
transportation as circumstances that would make getting vaccinated difficult. In turn, they
stated that widespread vaccinations sites, free vaccination, easy appointment scheduling,
shorter wait times at vaccination sites, and transportation accommodations would make it
easy for one to get vaccinated.
Vaccine Information. This theme reflects the need for individuals to be wellinformed before making a decision on getting vaccinated. Participants reported these
beliefs as both facilitators and challenges to self-efficacy. They explained that having
more information about the vaccine would be beneficial, and the opposite, a lack of
vaccine information, would pose as a difficulty. Inconsistency and lack of clarity in the
information available was also listed as a barrier to getting vaccinated.

Policies. Beliefs under this theme loosely describe institutional policies that
would encourage one to get vaccinated, and policy change that might result if the
population were mostly vaccinated. These beliefs were elicited as advantages of getting
vaccinated, as well as circumstances that would facilitate vaccination. Respondents
mentioned financial incentives to receive a vaccine from either employers or the
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government as potential facilitators, and an end to mask mandates as an encouraging
future policy.

Social Influences. The theme of “social influences” describes the sample’s
perceptions of how their getting vaccinated would be viewed by members of their social
networks. Such beliefs were only reported as challenges to self-efficacy. Participants
described concerns of losing support of their religious communities, being seen as a
conformist, and receiving judgement from loved ones who are against the vaccine.

Personal Health and Wellbeing. This theme refers to a sense of wellness
individuals explained that vaccination would confer, both physically and mentally. These
beliefs were solely elicited as advantages of vaccination. Participants reported that getting
vaccinated would help them feel safe, healthy, and have peace of mind.
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Table 2. Overall themes and sample responses
1.

Themes
Vaccine Efficacy
a) General

Sample Responses
“Vaccine would slow transmission of
virus”

“it cannot protect
people from the delta or
other mutations of
covid”

b) Self

“That I’m less likely to be hospitalized if I
catch the virus”

“The vaccine would
reduce my chances of
death if I do get COVID19”

c)

Others

“Protect others around me from infection”

2.

Vaccine Safety

“It could cause a potentially lethal reaction
as I am allergic to several ingredients in
the vaccines.”

“Protection of high-risk
people”
“I may suffer side
effects”

3.

Vaccine Accessibility

“Affordable Price”

“being available in all
the health care
facilities”

4.

Vaccine Information

“Gaining more knowledge about the
different vaccine options.”

“Less misinformation
about the vaccines”

5.

Going Back to Normal

“It would help to quicken the restoration
back to the usual norms”

“More freedom to go
places that previously
would have been
questionable due to
chance of infection”

6.
7.

Policies
Social influences

“If mandated by my employer”
“People who are against the vaccine may
judge me for getting it.”

“A financial incentive”
“I do not want to be
labeled a follower
because I got the shot”

8.

Personal Health and
Wellbeing
a) Mental

“Have more peace of mind”

“Less worry about
getting Covid 19.”

b) Physical

“I can be healthy”

“Body condition good.”
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Study 1B: Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Topic Modeling
Method
Data Source
The texts analyzed in this study were posts, or tweets, collected from Twitter, a
social media platform that has approximately 350 million daily users worldwide, with 78
million in the U.S (Khalil et al., 2022). Data from the platform, including tweets, is
publicly accessible through an application programming interface (API). Tweets posted
between August 12 and September 12, 2021 were collected using the Twitter API v2,
which was made accessible through the academic research product track (Twitter, Inc.,
2021). Tweets from this timeframe were retrieved to allow for overlap with the collection
of the open-ended survey (Study 1A) data, and to permit identification of new sentiments
that may have surfaced since administration of the survey.
The tweets used in this study had to meet various inclusion criteria, which were
specified in the API query. Tweets were limited to those pertaining to COVID-19
vaccines written in the English language, thus the following keywords were used in the
query: “covid vaccine”, “vaxx”, “mrna”, “the vaccine”, and “covid19 vaccine”. These
keywords were converged upon after a series of test queries indicated that these terms
consistently retrieved tweets about the COVID-19 vaccine, rather than the broader topic
of the pandemic.
In addition to the keyword criterion, tweets also had to be from specific
geolocations. A key objective of this study was to identify COVID-19 vaccine beliefs of
the Black American population. Currently, there is no API feature that allows researchers
to query tweets by racial identity of users, nor is such information consistently publicly
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available on users’ profiles. Therefore, I applied an approach that would increase the
chances of retrieving tweets from Black users. The Twitter API v2 allows for the filtering
of tweets by geolocation, using both user location and tweet location. Users are more
likely to have self-reported geolocation data on their profiles than they are to post tweets
with location information, hence the former was used for filtering (Twitter, Inc., 2021).
Based on 2020 U.S. Census data, metropolitan areas with Black populations of at least
400,000 were chosen as focal locations. Due to character limits for the API query, only
12 cities were selected. The cities were as follows: 1) New York City, NY, 2) Chicago, IL,
3) Washington D.C., 4) Miami, FL, 5) Philadelphia, PA, 6) Houston, TX, 7) Detroit, MI,
8) Los Angeles, CA, 9) Cleveland, OH, 10) New Orleans, LA, 11) Oakland, CA, and 12)
Atlanta, GA. Using geographic coordinates, the API called for tweets from users in these
cities, as well as locations within a 25-mile radius. The final query retrieved 5945 tweets.
Given the limitations of the API, there is no way to verify the racial identity of the
authors of the Tweets. Therefore, the corpus is certain to contain Tweets from users of
various racial identities.
Data Preprocessing
Preprocessing steps prepare the corpus for analysis, and decisions made in this
stage will significantly influence the results of the model (Denny & Spirling, 2018). First,
tweets with 3 words or less were deleted from the dataset. Next, usernames were removed
as well as “RT”, a term indicating that a tweet was retweeted. Then, the tweets were
cleaned of URLs, special characters (e.g., “*”,”&”,”$”), punctuation, emoticons, and
white spaces. Common English stop words were then removed (e.g., the, a, an, it etc.).
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Words were converted to lowercase and then stemmed. Finally, duplicate tweets were
deleted, and a document-term matrix was created for the analysis.
Data Analysis
LDA topic modeling was applied to the corpus to identify discrete topics among
the set of tweets. Topic models with varying numbers of k topics (i.e., 5, 8, and 10) were
run to select a model that reaches a point of saturation in topic detection without
redundancy. The model with k=8 met the criteria and was chosen. Next, each topic was
named to capture its essential theme. LDA topic modeling results return a distribution of
topics within each document, thus topics subjectively were assigned a theme by
analyzing their top 10 most representative tweets, as well as their top 10 most frequent
terms.
Results
A total of 5945 tweets were retrieved for analysis. Upon completion of the
preprocessing steps 3722 tweets remained in the corpus. LDA modeling with 8 topics
was performed on these tweets. Thematic analysis of each topic elicited 8 unique themes:
government authority, vaccine effectiveness, protection of others, medical (mis)trust, U.S.
policy and politics, anti-vaxxers, vaccine inadequacies, and individual autonomy. Figure
1 presents a frequency distribution of the top 16 words of each topic, and Table 3 shows
examples of tweets in each topic.
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Table 3. Topics as themes and associated words and tweets from LDA topic model
(N=3722)
Themes

Associated Words

Corresponding
Tweets, n (%)

Examples of tweets

Government
Authority

approve, fda, people,
take, Pfizer, effect

443 (12%)

“optimistic about full approval of the
pfizer vaccine. cynically watching the
goalposts move for those who said
they would wait for full approval to
take the vaccine”
“now that it’s official fda gave full
approval to the pfizer covid vaccine.
should be no more excuses for not
getting one”

Vaccine
Effectiveness

mrna, shot, dose,
work, time, booster

504 (13.5%)

“moderna inc’s covid vaccine
generated more than double the
antibodies of a similar shot made by
pfizer inc and biontech’s in research
directly comparing immune
responses to the inoculations”

“yup i finally got the vaccine.
ha ha no this is hepatitis for work, i
got the covid jab months ago because
vaccineswork and hope you will too”
Protection of
Others

mask, wear, kid,
school, friend, family

447 (12%)

“as i receive updates about a person
in my family dying of covid i pray
that god works in them but also in the
hearts of others. the best miracle he
could deliver has already been given
so please go get the vaccine it will
help protect you but also others”
“@potus my granddaughters live in
florida so far 5 kids in her classroom
has covid. she is only 10 yrs old and
can’t get the vaccine please help the
children of fl the governor doesn’t
care, before it’s too late”

Medical
(Mis)trust

people, trust, doctor,
hospital, believe,
know

507 (13.6%)
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“i’m struggling with this one. folks
are willing to take toxic
chemotherapy for their cancer but
persistently refuse the covid vaccine.
perhaps we as doctors need to do a
better job of educating about

vaccines. how do i better convey this
to my patients? #Medtwitter”
“if you not willing to listen to doctors
about getting the vaccine to prevent
covid then why trust doctors to treat
you when you catch covid
#gettheshot #maskup”
U.S. Policy &
Politics

mandate, people,
make, government,
right, force

461 (12.4%)

“@potus no one should lose their job
then their home for not getting the
vaccine as a personal medical health
choice in a democratic society”
“@speakerpelosi @potus is this the
same vaccine that biden and harris
were not going to take when running
for office you all make everything
political trash the vaccine and then
tell everyone to take it all within a
calendar year #bidenisafailure joke
#bidendisaster”

Anti-Vaxxers

anti, vaxx, card, test,
mandate, work

419 (11.3%)

“bible thumper coworkers at it again
on ig with there anti-vaxx anti-mask
anti-everything bs”
“if you’re anti vaxx mandate you’re
still anti vaxx, not a real leftist, and a
science denying idiot”

Vaccine
Inadequacies

still, doesn’t, prevent,
virus, people, die

475 (12.8%)

“no i am fully vaxxed and know the
science behind the vaccine it is safe
& effective from keeping you out of
the hospital or dying from covid. yes
there is a chance of death from the
vaccine, it’s literally 0.004. you
literally have a 1.7x higher chance of
being struck by lightning”
“variants happen, the vaccine isn’t
the problem. effectiveness has gone
down from 91 to 66 less but still a
whole lot better than nothing. so less
like to be infected and consequently
less likely to spread infection”

Individual
Autonomy

make, people, like,
want, shit, got

466 (12.4%)
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“i promise i can convince you not to
get the vaccine in under two minutes.
i can’t believe ppl even got the
vaccine like, what is it that convinced
you? i didn’t wanna talk about the
vaccine but that shit don’t work and i

can prove it so if you wanna argue
let’s go”
“i’m so sick of hearing about the
vaccine bro everybody has to make
their own bed and lay in it please
stop worrying about the next mf”

Topic Themes
Government Authority. These tweets refer to Twitter users’ views on
government approval of the vaccine and its implications. The top 5 most frequently
mentioned words for tweets in this topic were “approve”, “fda”, “will”, “covid”, and
“people”.
Vaccine Effectiveness. Tweets under this topic refer to how well the vaccine
works or is perceived to work. The top 5 terms in this topic were “covid”, “mrna”, “got”,
“shot”, and “dose”.
Protection of Others. This topic includes messages referring to the importance of
getting vaccinated to keep other people safe, especially children. The top 5 most
frequently mentioned words were “mask”, “covid”, “wear”, “kid”, and “school”.
Medical (Mis)trust. Tweets in this topic reflect criticisms of individuals who are
mistrustful of the COVID-19 vaccine, but are willing to engage with the medical system
for other health issues. The top 5 most frequently mentioned words were “people”,
“take”, “covid”, “trust”, and “say”.
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U.S. Policy & Politics. Under this topic are tweets pertaining to COVID-19
vaccine policies or the influence of U.S. politics in relation to vaccination. The top 5
terms in this topic were “take”, “people”, “mandate”, “make”, and “covid”.
Anti-Vaxxers. These tweets mostly refer to Twitter users’ criticisms of people
who are anti-vaxxers. The most frequently mentioned 5 terms were “vaxx”, “anti”, “like”,
“card”, and “test”.
Vaccine Inadequacies. This topic is comprised of tweets describing how
effective the COVID-19 vaccine is perceived to be in preventing viral transmission and
other negative consequences. The top 5 terms in this topic were “covid”, “still”, “virus”,
“people”, and “die”.
Individual Autonomy. Within this topic are messages discussing people’s
choices related to getting the COVID-19 vaccine. The 5 most frequently mentioned terms
“people”, “like”, “want”, “realli”, and “got”.
Figure 1. Frequency distribution of occurrence of top 16 words in documents per topic
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Figure 1. Frequency distribution of occurrence of top 16 words in documents per topic

Combined Results
The results of the open-ended survey revealed 8 themes, and the LDA topic
modeling study also revealed 8 themes. In total, 45 individual beliefs were identified
from both studies. The final thematic analysis of the overall elicitation study involved
reviewing these 16 identified themes and collapsing redundant themes into one another.
The 16 themes were combined into 8 total themes across both studies. Namely, the final
themes were vaccine efficacy, social restrictions, vaccine safety, vaccine accessibility,
vaccine-related policies, mental health and wellbeing, medical mistrust, and
misinformation & conspiracy. Table 4 presents these 8 themes, their component beliefs,
and the elicitation exercise through which the belief was identified.
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Table 4. Themes and beliefs identified from elicitation survey and Twitter (LDA)
Themes & Beliefs
1.

Elicitation

Twitter

Both

Vaccine efficacy

a) You would be helping to stop the spread of coronavirus

x

b) You would be protecting yourself against COVID-19

x

c) You would be protecting yourself against severe illness

x

d) You might still contract COVID-19 despite being vaccinated

x

e) Getting vaccine would reduce chances of hospitalization

x

f) Immunity from prior infection is better than vaccination

x

e) Vaccine is not effective against new variants

x

g) You would be protecting others who can’t get vaccine (e.g.,
children and the immunocompromised)
h) Natural immunity from COVID-19 will protect you better than
the vaccine
i) The immune response to the vaccine varies for those who are
immunocompromised
2. Social restrictions

x

a) You can travel with less restrictions if vaccinated

x
x

x

b) You would have access to more vaccine-restricted activities
and facilities
3. Vaccine safety

x
x

a) You might have an allergic reaction to the vaccine

x

b) You might have an adverse reaction to the vaccine

x

c) You might experience short-term side effects from the vaccine

x

d) You might experience unknown long-term effects from the
vaccine
e) You might die from the vaccine

x

f) Vaccine might cause infertility

x

g) There is not enough information out about vaccine

x

h) The vaccine is safe and effective

x

4.

Vaccine accessibility

x

x

a) The vaccine is available in multiple locations

x

b) The cost of the vaccine is a barrier

x

c) The vaccine is unavailable in your local area

x

d) Vaccination sites are inaccessible to you

x

e) You have transportation to vaccination sites

x

f) Transportation to vaccination sites is free

x

g) Vaccine appointments are difficult to schedule

x

h) Getting vaccinated will take too much time

x

5.

Vaccine-related policies
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a) You will have to keep wearing masks if people do not get
vaccinated
b) Vaccines are safer now that they have been approved by the
FDA
c) Americans have been mandated to take other vaccines in the
past
d) The government should mandate vaccination

x
x
x
x

e) Employers should mandate vaccination

x

f) Masks and negative tests should be required of the
unvaccinated to enter public facilities
g) Proof of vaccination should be shown to enter facilities

x
x

h) A financial incentive would encourage you to get vaccinated
6.

x

Mental health and wellbeing

a) Getting the vaccine will bring me peace of mind/will make me
feel safe
7. Medical (mis)trust

x

a) Advice from doctors can be trusted for other health issues, but
not for the covid vaccine
b) People who refused to get vaccine should be turned away by
hospitals if they contract COVID-19
8. Misinformation & conspiracy

x

a) Taking horse de-wormer (Ivermectin) can cure COVID-19

x

b) Your decision to get vaccinated (or not) only affects you

x

c) People should be judged for not getting the vaccine

x

d) The vaccine has been politicized

x

e) Many people have died as a result of receiving the vaccine.

x

f) Drug companies are pushing vaccination just to make a lot of
money

x

x

Conclusion
The results of the combined elicitation exercises are essential in informing the
subsequent study. The beliefs and themes identified in this study will be incorporated into
a cross-sectional survey (Study 2), which will measure associations of selected beliefs
with both vaccination intention and behavior. Next, the HW approach will be employed
to aid in the selection of sets of promising themes and beliefs to test in a message pretesting experiment (Study 3).
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CHAPTER 3: Study 2 – Cross-Sectional Analysis of COVID-19 Vaccination Beliefs
and Intentions – An Application of the Hornik & Woolf Approach
Overview
In Study 1 multiple COVID-19 vaccination beliefs and over-arching belief themes
were detected through the two elicitation exercises. In this study, 20 of the 45 previously
identified beliefs were translated into survey items to be measured in a cross-sectional
survey. The 20 beliefs fall into 5 themes: vaccine safety, vaccine efficacy,
misinformation and conspiracy, vaccine accessibility, and vaccine-related policies.
Focusing on Black American adults this survey measured COVID-19 vaccination
intention and behavior, and assessed the associations among beliefs, intention, and
behavior. Next, among beliefs identified as significantly associated with the two
outcomes of interest, percentage to gain statistics will be calculated following the Hornik
& Woolf (HW) approach. The HW approach will be utilized to guide the selection of two
sets of promising beliefs, based on percentage to gain statistics and variation across these
values, for the subsequent study. Thus, the aim of this study is to guide selection of two
message themes (“more” and “less” promising) to test in a message experiment using an
established campaign topic selection approach.
Research Questions
RQ1: What beliefs are associated with COVID-19 vaccination intention and
behavior?
RQ2: Based on percentage to gain statistics from the Hornik & Woolf approach,
which beliefs would be promising to target in a message experiment?
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RQ3: Among the promising beliefs, which beliefs should be chosen to target in a
messaging experiment based on varying (higher versus lower) percentage to gain
statistics?
Method
Study Design
Adults who self-identified as Black or African American were recruited to
participate in a cross-sectional survey. The survey, developed on Qualtrics, sought to
measure COVID-19 vaccination related beliefs, intention, and behavior.
Participants
To remain consistent with Study 1A, Black people were sampled to complete a
cross-sectional survey. N=500 participants were recruited through Prolific, a survey panel
recruitment platform (Eyal et al., 2021). Eligibility criteria included being resident in the
United States, self-identifying as Black or African American, and being 18-49 years of
age. This age range was chosen because at the time of data collection this age group was
statistically less likely to have received a COVID-19 vaccine compared to those above 50
(Stokes et al., 2021). Participants were also required to have a minimum 50% approval
rate for tasks, a platform-specific criterion designed to ensure satisfactory data quality.
The survey was administered between 01/18/2022 and 01/19/2022 and was approved by
the University of Pennsylvania’s Institutional Review Board.
Measures
The survey measured COVID-19 vaccination behavior, intention, and beliefs
identified from the elicitation exercises described in Study 1. Specifically, of 45 unique
beliefs identified in the prior studies, 20 were chosen to probe in this cross-sectional
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survey. These beliefs were prioritized because they represented concerns that were broad
enough to be addressed by a nationally deployed messaging campaign. Excluded beliefs
tended to reflect regionally specific concerns of vaccine accessibility and availability.
Also, beliefs for which there was no conclusive evidence about their truth value were not
incorporated into this survey.
Vaccination Behavior and Intention
To measure receipt of any dose of the vaccine participants were asked, “Have you
received at least one dose of any of the COVID-19 vaccines?” Response options were
“Yes”, “No”, or “Don’t Know”.
To measure intention to receive an initial COVID-19 vaccine, participants who
were self-reported to have never received a single dose were asked, “If you were able to
get a COVID-19 vaccine today, what is the likelihood you would get vaccinated?” These
respondents rated their intention on a 4-point Likert scale (1 = very likely, 4 = very
unlikely).
Belief Items
20 beliefs items out of the 45 identified in Study 1 were incorporated into this
survey. These 20 beliefs fell under 5 themes: vaccine efficacy, vaccine safety,
misinformation and conspiracy, vaccine accessibility, and vaccine-related policies. All
respondents were probed on the same belief items; however, question wording was
modified depending on one’s vaccination status. For the vaccinated, some items probed
beliefs related to their experience getting vaccinated. These belief statements were
prefaced with the question, “How much do you agree or disagree with following
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statements about getting vaccinated against the coronavirus?”. Parallel belief statements
related to hypothetical experience were measured among the unvaccinated with the
question, “How much do you agree or disagree with the following statements, if you were
to get vaccinated against the coronavirus?”. A final set of beliefs was identically
assessed regardless of vaccination status. This question read, “How much do you agree or
disagree with the following statements regarding the COVID-19 vaccine?”. All beliefs
were measured on a 4-point Likert Scale (1 = very likely, 4 = very unlikely).
Vaccine Efficacy
Eight beliefs related to vaccine efficacy were measured in the survey. Five of
these beliefs were specific to participants’ actual or hypothetical experience with getting
vaccinated sometimes referring to self-protection and sometimes referring to protection
of others. These items stated: (i) You are helping/would be helping to stop the spread of
the coronavirus, (ii) You are/would be protecting others in your community from getting
infected, (iii) You are/would be protecting children who cannot get vaccinated from
getting infected, (iv) You are/would be well protected from getting infected with the
coronavirus, and (v) You are/would be well protected against new variants of the
coronavirus.
The other three items were as follows: (vi) Immunity from prior coronavirus
infection is as good as immunity from vaccination, (vii) The protection from the vaccine
is less for those who are immunocompromised, and (viii) Strong scientific research has
shown the vaccine is effective.
Vaccine Safety
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Seven belief items pertaining to COVID-19 vaccine safety were included in the
survey. 4 out of 7 measured beliefs were related to one’s actual or hypothetical
experience with getting the vaccine. The items were as follows: (i) You had/would have
an allergic reaction to the vaccine, (ii) You experienced/would experience minor side
effects for one or two days, (iii) You experienced/would experience long-term effects from
the vaccine, and (iv) You had/would need to take time off work for one or two days
because of the side effects.
Three items probed statements not specific to vaccination experience. These items
were: (v) The vaccine can cause infertility, (vi) Strong scientific research has shown the
vaccine is safe, and (vii) Full FDA approval of the vaccine means it is safe.
Misinformation & Conspiracy, Vaccine-Related Policies, and Vaccine Accessibility
Five items across these three themes were included in the survey. The items were
as follows: (i) Many people have died as a result of receiving the vaccine, (ii) The cost of
the vaccine is a barrier, (iii) Your decision to get vaccinated or not only affects you, (iv)
Drug companies are pushing vaccination just to make a lot of money, and (v) Apart from
the COVID-19 vaccine, some adults in the U.S. have been mandated to get other vaccines
in the past.
Demographic Variables
Several demographic covariates were measured, specifically, age, community
type, employment status, parental status, educational attainment, health insurance
coverage, sex, gender, work from home status, and household income.
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Analyses
Application of Hornik & Woolf Approach
The following steps were applied to answer the first two research questions of this
study. Univariate analyses were used to describe distributions of vaccination behavior
and intention, as well as demographic characteristics. Next, OLS and logistic regression
was employed to test the association between beliefs and both vaccination behavior and
intention. Then, percentage to gain statistics were calculated for each belief identified to
be associated with behavior and intention. Two promising beliefs were then chosen to be
tested in the next study.
OLS and Logistic Regression
To test which beliefs were associated with vaccination behavior and intention,
multiple OLS and logistic regression models were run. Intention was measured on a 4point Likert scale and was treated as a continuous variable for the OLS regression
analyses. The vaccination behavior item was measured dichotomously and was the
outcome variable for the logistic regression models. These models included each of the
20 beliefs as a main predictor of either intention or behavior. Although percentage to gain
statistics will be calculated among the unvaccinated, also testing association of beliefs
with behavior in the whole sample provides additional evidence to support an observed
association in the relatively small unvaccinated sub-sample.
The use of regression serves two purposes in this study. The first criterion of the
Hornik & Woolf approach is that there must be an association of a given belief with
intention. The second is that there must be “room to move” on the belief. Observation of
a statistically significant relationship in these models between belief and intention
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adjusted for potential confounders suggests that the association is likely not due to those
confounders, and that there is variation in belief endorsement.
Percentage to Gain Calculations
The percentage to gain statistic presents the percentage of people that would
intend to adopt a healthy behavior if the entire population endorsed a related healthpromoting belief at the highest level, and if there was a perfect causal relationship
between the belief and intention. Calculation of this statistic typically involves
dichotomizing a sample by behavioral intention and belief endorsement. Those who
intend to adopt the behavior are separated from non-intenders, and those who strongly
endorse the positive belief are separated from all others.
However, in this study due to the relatively small number of unvaccinated
individuals (n=132) an alternative approach to dichotomizing belief endorsement was
employed to enable more stable percentage to gain estimates. Thus, rather than focus
solely on strong belief endorsement, I looked at any belief endorsement. Specifically,
those who both “strongly” and “somewhat” agreed/disagreed (depending on question
wording) were categorized as endorsing the belief.
Promising Belief Selection
Lastly, a subjective decision-making process was followed to choose message
topics for the subsequent study based on percentage to gain statistics, relatedness of
beliefs, and the potential to transform these beliefs into messages.
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Results
500 respondents successfully completed this survey. Table 5 presents the
demographic characteristics of the sample. The two target age ranges were equally
represented and most of the sample identified as women (63.4%). 30.2% of participants
had completed high school and some years of college, and 43.4% had a 2- or 4-year
college degree. Almost half of the sample (49.4%) had a household income of $25,000 to
$75,000 a year. Participants almost equally lived in either suburban (42.4%) or urban
(46.2%) areas. 44.2% were employed full-time, a quarter were parents of minors, and
almost all (83.8%) had health insurance coverage.
Tables 6 and 7 present distributions for key dependent and independent variables
for the regression analyses and HW calculations. 368 participants (73.75%) had received
at least one dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. The remainder were unvaccinated. Among
the unvaccinated 70.65% reported being unlikely to get vaccinated. Those who had been
vaccinated were more likely to endorse positive vaccine beliefs (Table 7).
Table 5. Demographic characteristics of survey sample (N=500)
M (SD) or %
30.1 (8.3)
50%
50

Age (years)
18-29
30-49
Sex
Female
Male
Gender
Man
Woman
Transman
Genderqueer
Non-binary
Other

65.4%
34.6
34.2%
63.4
0.4 (n=2)
0.2 (n=1)
1.6
0.2
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Education
High school graduate and some high school
Some college
2-year – 4-year college degree
Graduate or professional degree
Household income
$0-25k
$25-50k
$50-75k
$75-100k
$100k>
Prefer not to say
Community
Suburban
Urban
Rural
Other
Work status
Full-time
Parttime
Homemaker
Student
Temporarily unemployed
Unable to work
WFH Status
Mostly working at home
Partly working at home
Fully working away from home
Parent of child under 18
Yes
Latinx
Yes
Insurance
Yes
No
Don’t know

17%
30.2
43.4
9.4
22%
28.6
20.8
13.6
12.6
2.4
42.4%
46.2
10.8
0.6
44.2%
19.4
4.6
15.2
14.8
1.8
*(416/500)
40.62%
14.9
44.47
25%
3.8%
83.8%
13.4
2.8
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Table 6. Vaccination behavior and intention (N=500)
% (n/N)
Received at least 1 does of covid vaccine
Yes
No
Intention to get vaccinated (for unvaxxed)
Very unlikely
Somewhat unlikely
Somewhat likely
Very likely

(500/500)
73.75%
26.25
(132/500)
46.21%
24.24
18.18
11.36

Table 7. Distribution of beliefs among vaccinated and unvaccinated by theme (N=500)
Vaccinated
M (SD)
Beliefs

(n=368)

Unvaccinated
M (SD)
“Very likely”
Others
Intenders (n=15)
(n=117)

Vaccine Efficacy
i. Helping to stop spread of coronavirus

3.54 (.70)

3.0 (.85)

2.02 (1.03)

ii. Protecting others in your community from
getting infected

3.54 (.72)

2.87 (.92)

1.99 (1.01)

iii. Protecting children who cannot get
vaccinated from getting infected

3.57 (.70)

3.03 (.97)

2.06 (1.04)

iv. Oneself being well protected from getting
infected

3.07 (.85)

2.63 (.95)

1.75 (.96)

v. Oneself being well protected against new
variants of the coronavirus

2.74 (.91)

2.13 (.93)

1.63 (.83)

vi. Immunity from prior coronavirus infection
is as good as immunity from vaccination

2.06 (.91)

2.43 (.75)

2.62 (.93)

vii. Protection from vaccine is less for those
who are immunocompromised

2.47 (.87)

2.67 (.72)

2.41 (.72)

viii. Strong research has shown the vaccine is
effective
Vaccine Safety

3.44 (.70)

3.17 (.70)

2.31 (.99)

i. Allergic reaction to the vaccine

1.15 (.52)

2.13 (.77)

2.41 (.80)

ii. Minor side effects for one or two days

2.96 (1.09)

3.17 (.59)

3.06 (.75)

iii. Long-term side effects from the vaccine

1.28 (.62)

2.03 (.72)

2.65 (.79)
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iv. Need to take time off work for one or two
days because of the side effects

1.58 (1.02)

2.93 (.94)

2.66 (.87)

1.62 (.76)

1.93 (.90)

2.44 (.76)

vi. Strong scientific research has shown the
vaccine is safe

3.43 (.70)

3.0 (.65)

2.27 (.99)

vii. Full FDA approval of the vaccine means it
is safe
Misinformation & Conspiracy

3.01 (.86)

2.67 (.80)

1.91 (.95)

1.42 (.71)

1.73 (.82)

2.42 (.97)

ii. Your decision to get vaccinated or not only
affects you

1.58 (.93)

2.07 (1.15)

2.84 (1.0)

iii. Drug companies are pushing vaccination
just to make a lot of money
Vaccine-Related Policies

1.83 (.88)

2.23 (.94)

3.0 (.91)

3.16 (.93)

3.13 (.79)

2.94 (.75)

1.33 (.68)

1.9 (1.06)

1.73 (.85)

v. The vaccine can cause infertility

i. Many people have died as a result of
receiving the vaccine

i. Apart from the COVID-19 vaccine, some
adults in the U.S. have been mandated to get
other vaccines in the past
Vaccine Accessibility
i. The cost of the vaccine is a barrier

RQ1: What beliefs are associated with COVID-19 vaccination intention and behavior?
Tables 8, 9, and 10 present the results of the regression models by belief theme.
14 out of 20 beliefs probed were significantly associated with intention and behavior.
Beliefs about immunity from prior covid infection, efficacy for the immunocompromised,
taking time off work, prior vaccine mandates, prior side effects, and vaccine cost were
not significantly associated with intention. Only the immunocompromised, minor side
effects and vaccine mandate belief items were not associated with behavior. This
difference is potentially due to the larger Ns, and thus higher statistical power afforded to
the full sample analyses. Alternatively, this difference might be reflecting subtle
variations in COVID-19 vaccination concerns between the unvaccinated and the
vaccinated.
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Table 8. Vaccination intention and behavior regressed on efficacy beliefs (N=500)
Beliefs
(1=strongly disagree, 4=strongly agree)

Intention
(1=very unlikely, 4=very
likely)
(n=132)
b (s.e.)
.56 (.08)***
.53 (.08)***

Behavior
(0=no, 1=yes)
(N=500)

Vaccine Efficacy
b (s.e.)
i. Helping to stop spread of coronavirus
1.76 (.18)***
ii. Protecting others in your community from
1.73 (.18)***
getting infected
iii. Protecting children who cannot get
.51 (.08)***
1.69 (.17)***
vaccinated from getting infected
iv. Oneself being well protected from getting
.63 (.08)***
1.40 (.15)***
infected
v. Oneself being well protected against new
.56 (.10)***
1.34 (.16)***
variants of the coronavirus
vi. Immunity from prior coronavirus infection
-.16 (.10)
-.77 (.14)***
is as good as immunity from vaccination
vii. Protection from vaccine is less for those
.12 (.13)
.04 (.14)
who are immunocompromised
viii. Strong research has shown the vaccine is
.50 (.09)***
1.45 (.17)***
effective
Note. *: p <.05, **: p <.01, ***: p <.001. Confounders listed in Table 5.
Results of OLS regression reported for intention outcome and logistic regression for behavior outcome. The
models adjusted for various confounders, specifically age, sex, income, region, employment status, parental
status, education, and insurance coverage. Intention was recoded (1 = very unlikely, 4 = very likely) for the
analyses.
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Table 9. Vaccination intention and behavior regressed on safety beliefs (N=500)
Beliefs
(1=strongly disagree, 4=strongly agree)

Intention
1=very unlikely, 4=very
likely)
(n=132)
b (s.e.)
-.29 (.12)*
.05 (.13)
-.63 (.12)***
.03 (.11)

Behavior
(0=no, 1=yes)
(N=500)

Vaccine Safety
b (s.e.)
i. Allergic reaction to the vaccine
-2.41 (.23)***
ii. Minor side effects for one or two days
-.08 (.12)
iii. Long-term side effects from the vaccine
-2.31 (.23)***
iv. Need to take time off work for one or two
-1.04 (.12)***
days because of the side effects
v. The vaccine can cause infertility
-.43 (.12)**
-1.33 (.18)***
vi. Strong scientific research has shown the
.60 (.09)***
1.60 (.18)***
vaccine is safe
vii. Full FDA approval of the vaccine means
.58 (.10)***
1.23 (.15)***
it is safe
Note. *: p <.05, **: p <.01, ***: p <.001. Confounders listed in Table 5.
Results of OLS regression reported for intention outcome and logistic regression for behavior outcome. The
models adjusted for various confounders, specifically age, sex, income, region, employment status, parental
status, education, and insurance coverage. Intention was recoded (1 = very unlikely, 4 = very likely) for the
analyses.

Table 10. Vaccination intention and behavior regressed on misinformation, policy, and
accessibility beliefs (N=500)
Beliefs
(1=strongly disagree 4=strongly agree)

Intention
(1=very unlikely, 4=very
likely)
(n=132)
b (s.e.)
-.51 (.10)***

Behavior
(0=no, 1=yes)
(N=500)

Misinformation & Conspiracy
b (s.e.)
i. Many people have died as a result of
-1.32 (.16)***
receiving the vaccine
ii. Your decision to get vaccinated or not only
-.38 (.09)***
-1.06 (.12)***
affects you
iii. Drug companies are pushing vaccination
-.48 (.10)***
-1.31 (.16)***
just to make a lot of money
Vaccine-Related Policies
i. Apart from the COVID-19 vaccine, some
.02 (.13)
.25 (.13)
adults in the U.S. have been mandated to get
other vaccines in the past
Vaccine Accessibility
i. The cost of the vaccine is a barrier
-.01 (.12)
-.56 (.17)**
Note. *: p <.05, **: p <.01, ***: p <.001. Confounders listed in Table 5.
Results of OLS regression reported for intention outcome and logistic regression for behavior outcome. The
models adjusted for various confounders, specifically age, sex, income, region, employment status, parental
status, education, and insurance coverage. Intention was recoded (1 = very unlikely, 4 = very likely) for the
analyses.
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RQ2: Based on percentage to gain statistics from the Hornik & Woolf approach, which
beliefs would be promising to target in a message experiment?
Percentage to gain statistics were substantial for all significant beliefs (Table 11).
The values ranged from 25% to 43.8% and had a median of 35.21%. Table 12 presents an
example of how these values were calculated.
Table 11. Percentage to gain for 14 beliefs (unvaccinated only, n=132)
Themes
Safety

Efficacy

Misinformation
& Conspiracy

Beliefs and inter-item correlations
=0.85
1. You would have an allergic reaction to the vaccine.

Percentage to Gain
(%)
25%

2. Strong scientific research has shown the vaccine is safe.

29.89%

3. The vaccine can cause infertility.

31.29%

4. Full FDA approval of the vaccine means it is safe.

35.39%

5. You would experience long-term effects from the vaccine.

37.53%

=0.91
1. You would be well protected against new variants of the
coronavirus.
2. Strong scientific research has shown the vaccine
is effective.
3. You would be well protected from getting infected with
the coronavirus.
4. You would be protecting others in your community from
getting infected.
5. You would be protecting children who cannot get
vaccinated from getting infected.
6. You would be helping to stop the spread of the
coronavirus.

26.82%
35.03%
37.17%
37.43%
39.26%
39.45%

=0.67
1. Many people have died as a result of receiving the
vaccine.
2. Your decision to get vaccinated (or not) only affects you.

31.29%

3. Drug companies are pushing vaccination just to make a
lot of money.

43.88%
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33.73%

Table 12. Sample percentage to gain calculation (n=132)

Very likely to
vaccinate
All other intention
Total

“Strong scientific research has shown the vaccine is safe.”
All others
Positive belief
Total (%)
(%)
endorsement (%)
3 (3.09)
12 (41.25)
15 (11.36)

Percentage to
gain
29.89%

94 (96.91)
97 (100)

23 (58.75)
35 (100)

117 (88.64)
132 (100)

RQ3: Among the promising beliefs, which beliefs should be chosen to target in a
messaging experiment based on varying (higher versus lower) percentage to gain
statistics?
The percentage to gain analyses yielded unanticipated results. Among the beliefs
which had a statistically significant association with both intention and behavior, it was
expected that there would be stronger distinctions in the strength of the association
between beliefs and intention, and thus wider variations in percentages to gain. However,
this was not the case, thus posing challenges in identifying sets of “more” and “less”
promising beliefs that met the previously defined criteria of variation in percentage to
gain values, inter-item relatedness, and potential to be transformed into a refutable (or
supportable) message.
Therefore, single belief items were chosen to represent each message promise
category. The belief that one would experience an allergic reaction if vaccinated
(“Allergic Reaction”) was chosen to represent the “less” promising category due to it
having the smallest percentage to gain value of 25% (Table 11). Conversely, the belief
that one would be well protected from getting infected with the coronavirus (“Protecting
Oneself”) was chosen to represent the “more” promising category. This belief had a
percentage to gain of 37.17%, which was among the highest of percentage to gain values.
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These two beliefs were also chosen because there is evidence in the literature that can
support or challenge either their endorsement or rejection.
Conclusion
This study aimed to guide the selection of two distinct sets of messages to test in
an experiment. The results of these analyses indicate that there would be value in
attempting to shift the population on most of the measured COVID-19 vaccination
beliefs. Among the 14 beliefs for which a percentage to gain statistic was calculated,
there was no conspicuous distinction for what beliefs would be substantially more
promising than others. Thus, decision-making for belief selection came down to a
combination of both subjective and empirical decisions. In the following study, these two
beliefs will be transformed into message topics to be communicated by sources varying
in credibility.
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CHAPTER 4: Study 3 – Testing the Effect of Source Credibility on Persuasiveness
of Less Promising Message Topics
Overview
Study 2 provided guidance on choosing beliefs for a message experiment testing
the interactive effects of source credibility and promising messages on COVID-19
vaccination intentions. In this experiment, participants will be exposed to multiple
COVID-19 vaccine related messages on either a “more” or “less” promising message
topic, communicated by either a professional or “layperson” source. Based on the results
of Study 2, the Allergic Reaction belief was chosen to represent the less promising belief
condition and the Protecting Oneself belief to represent the more promising condition.
Campaign planning literature lays out empirical guidelines for choosing message
topics for public health media campaigns designed to impact a given health behavior.
Specifically, Hornik & Woolf explain that first, using cross-sectional survey data, a
potential belief to include in a campaign must be associated with behavioral intention.
This is an essential relationship to establish as behavioral intention is the most proximal
predictor of behavior (Fishbein & Ajzen, 2011; Fishbein & Cappella, 2006). In Study 2,
the cross-sectional survey tested the association of 20 COVID-19 vaccination related
beliefs with both intention and behavior and confirmed significant relationships between
the two latter variables with 14 beliefs. Second, a potential belief must not be strongly
endorsed by the entire population. There must be “room to move”. Essentially, there must
be opportunity to shift a substantial proportion of the population to the highest prohealthy behavior belief level. This criterion was also met by the 14 beliefs. Lastly, for
beliefs meeting the former 2 criteria, a percentage to gain value will be calculated. This
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statistic conveys the maximum percentage of people that could be moved toward
behavioral adoption if a communication campaign were able to get 100% of a population
to strongly endorse that belief. Study 2 also provided this statistic for all 14 beliefs.
A critical driver of this research is variation in percentage to gain values for
beliefs and the difference in potential population-wide impact if included as message
topics in a mass media campaign. Beliefs with smaller percentages to gain values are not
only expected to impact fewer people in the population but are also likely to have a
smaller magnitude of effect on behavioral intention than those with higher percentage to
gain values (Hornik et al., 2019). Therefore, in an ideal situation campaign planners
would choose beliefs with the highest percentage to gain values to transform into
campaign messages. However, there are conditions where this might not be possible, and
lower percentage to gain beliefs must be chosen. Thus, additional steps will need to be
taken to enhance the potential impact of these messages. The formative research done for
campaign planning informs what topics a public health campaign should prioritize (Study
1 & Study 2), but it cannot provide guidance on how the campaign messages should be
communicated (Cappella, 2006). Instead, evidence from persuasion literature can be used
complementarily to provide this guidance.
Dual process theories of information processing, such as the Elaboration
Likelihood Model, highlight message-related variables that can increase the impact of
message exposure on chosen persuasion outcomes (Petty et al., 2009; Petty & Briñol,
2010; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). One such variable is source credibility. A message
conveyed by a credible source is expected to be more persuasive, especially when one
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lacks the motivation or ability to elaborate on the content of a message. This claim is also
supported in the public health literature wherein individuals are more likely to not only
trust, but also act on health information from health professionals (Broniatowski et al.,
2021; Quinn et al., 2018). For a source to be perceived as credible they must be
considered trustworthy and an expert in the domain they are discussing. Trustworthiness
can be established by highlighting certain identity traits of a messenger that are salient to
a target audience and which they find relatable. Expertise can be conveyed by
underscoring a messenger’s profession or experience with a given topic (Hocevar et al.,
2017; Jones et al., 2003).
The aim of this study is to merge recommendations from persuasion literature
with campaign planning research to provide additional evidence on how to make public
health campaign messages more effective. Prior studies have not sought to conjointly test
the effects of the two independent variables of this experiment: 1) source credibility and
2) belief promise. Focusing on COVID-19 vaccination intentions among unvaccinated
Black adults in the United States, this study seeks to test whether messages addressing a
less promising vaccine belief, based on percentage to gain statistics, can be made more
persuasive when communicated by a health professional.
Hypotheses
H1: Exposure to messages addressing a belief (either “less” or “more” promising)
will lead to stronger endorsement of that belief compared to a no message
condition and compared to the condition receiving a different message.
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H2: Exposure to messages addressing a promising belief will lead to stronger
intention to get vaccinated through higher belief endorsement.
H3: Exposure to a more promising belief (Protecting Oneself) will have a stronger
effect on vaccination intention, compared to exposure to a less promising belief
([no] Allergic Reaction).
H4: Exposure to messages from a credible source (expert) will lead to stronger
intentions to get vaccinated, compared to messages from a non-credible source
(layperson).
H5: There will be a negative interaction of source credibility (expert source) and
message promise (more promising belief) on vaccination intention, whereby the
effect of being exposed to an expert versus layperson source will be larger in the
less promising belief condition than in the more promising belief condition.
Method
Study Design
Screening Survey
A screening survey was used to recruit individuals to participate in this
experiment. The experiment had four eligibility criteria. One must self-identify as Black
or African American, be resident in the United States, be between 18 and 49 years of age,
and to self-report as not having ever received a COVID-19 vaccine. Participants were
recruited for screening on both Prolific and CloudResearch. The first three criteria, which
were congruent with those of studies 1 and 2, one could prescreen for directly through
both panel recruitment platforms. However, the fourth criteria required direct self-report
from potential participants. To ensure that those who participated in the experiment met
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the fourth criterion, individuals who met the first three were invited to complete a 1minute paid screening survey. For data quality purposes, potential participants were also
required to have a minimum 50% approval rate for tasks on their respective platforms.
To obscure the true objectives of the experiment, respondents were told they were
being screened to participate in a study to help develop targeted public health campaigns.
The screening survey included four questions. Participants were asked to report their age
and the type of community they lived in (Suburban, Urban or city, Rural, or Other).
Next, they were asked if they had received at least one dose of any of the COVID-19
vaccines (Yes, No, or Don’t know) and if they were fully vaccinated (No, Yes but not 2
weeks past final shot, Yes and 2 weeks past final shot, and Don’t know). Those who
reported “No” to both vaccination status questions were deemed eligible and were invited
to participate in the message experiment.
Main Experiment
Eligible participants were able to partake in a five condition (four message
conditions and a no message control) message experiment developed using Qualtrics.
Participants were equally likely to be randomly assigned to any of the five conditions.
The four message conditions combined each category of the two independent variables of
the experiment: source credibility (expert source vs. layperson) and belief promise (more
promising (agreement that vaccination would protect oneself from coronavirus infection)
vs. less promising (agreement about the low likelihood of an allergic reaction).
In the expert source condition participants were exposed to messages from a
doctor, indicated by displaying the doctor’s name and their specialty (e.g., “Dr. Brown,
Internal Medicine”). In the layperson source condition simply the messenger’s name and
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age were displayed (e.g., “Curtis, 48”). As for belief promise, the more promising
condition was represented by the belief that one would be “Protecting Oneself” from
COVID-19 infection if vaccinated (strongly agree). The less promising condition was
represented by the belief that one would experience an “Allergic Reaction” from the
COVID-19 vaccine (strongly disagree).
Upon consenting to participate in the experiment, participants were presented
with the following message:
“This study is about health and prevention. Prevention refers to different
things one can do to stay healthy and keep oneself from getting sick. Some
examples include exercise, eating healthy, cancer screenings, and vaccination.
On the following pages you will see some reasons various people have given to
encourage others to engage in one of these preventive behaviors.
We are interested in your opinion about how effective each of these statements
would be in a new public health campaign. Please read each statement
carefully. You will be asked to rate each of the messages and indicate which
you think is likely to be most effective.”
Those randomly assigned to a message condition were exposed to four
messages addressing the corresponding belief. After message exposure, they were
asked about their vaccination intentions and then were probed on their endorsement
of both the Allergic Reaction and Protecting Oneself beliefs. These belief items were
presented to participants separately from one another, and with each belief two other
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related beliefs (based on the themes identified in the prior studies) were also probed.
Allergic Reaction was probed with two other “Vaccine Safety” beliefs and
Protecting Oneself was probed with two additional “Vaccine Efficacy” beliefs. The
order of presentation of each set of belief items was randomized and not related to
which experimental condition one was assigned to. Subsequently, participants were
asked to respond to a manipulation check item.
Following the manipulation check, they were presented with a set of four images
and asked, “Please rank the messages from best to worst. (1=best; 4=worst).” This
question was included to represent the message effectiveness rating they were informed
they would be doing at the beginning of the study. It was not included in the analysis.
Finally, participants responded to various demographic items at the end of the
experiment. Those assigned to the control condition followed the same protocol as all
other participants, except they were not exposed to the four messages at the beginning of
the experiment. Both the screener and the experiment were administered between
05/25/2022 and 06/24/2022, and were approved by the University of Pennsylvania’s
Institutional Review Board. Table 13 presents the distribution of study participants into
each condition.
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Table 13. Study 3 participants by condition (N=245)
Condition

n

Percentage of full sample

1.

Layperson – Allergic Reaction

48

19.6%

2.

Expert – Allergic Reaction

51

20.8%

3.

Layperson – Protecting Oneself

50

20.4%

4.

Expert – Protecting Oneself

48

19.6%

5.

No Message Control

48

19.6%

Note. Allergic Reaction is the “less” promising belief and Protecting Oneself is the “more” promising
belief.

Participants
A total of 883 people were screened, 306 met the eligibility criteria and were
invited to participate in the experiment, and N=245 people completed the experiment. Of
those who participated in the experiment (N=245) the mean age was 31.1 years (SD =
7.8). Regarding gender identification, 1.2% identified as non-binary, 57.9% identified as
women, and 40.9% identified as men (Table 14). Participants mostly either lived in urban
(49.8%) or rural (35.9%) areas. More than half of the sample (58.8%) reported a
household income of less than $50,000 and 35.5% reported an income of $50,000$100,000. 36% had attended some years of college, 40.9% had completed either 2- or 4year college degrees, and 4% had completed a postgraduate or professional degree. All
participants identified as Black or African American and all were not vaccinated against
the COVID-19 vaccine.
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Table 14. Demographic characteristics of experiment participants (N=245)
M (SD) or %
Age (years)
18-29
30-49

31.1 (7.8)
46.53%
53.47

Gender
Non-binary
Woman
Man
Education

1.2% (n=3)
57.9
40.9

High school graduate and some high school
Some college

19.1%
36

2-year – 4-year college degree

40.9

Postgrad/professional degree

4

Latine
Yes
Community
Suburban
Urban
Rural
Other
Household Income
$0-25k
$25-50k
$50-75k
$75-100k
$100k>
Parent of child under 18
Yes

5%
35.9%
49.8
13.5
0.8 (n=2)
26.9%
31.9
20.4
15.1
5.7
34.7%

Stimuli
The stimuli presented to study participants were static images designed to present
information on the focal beliefs of the study. Each image included the face of the
message source accompanied with text providing information related to the target beliefs.
Four Black models were used as messengers across all the stimuli, and for each belief
four messages were created. Participants randomized to one of message conditions were
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presented with four images at the beginning of the experiment corresponding to their
assigned condition. For example, those assigned to the “Layperson – Protecting Oneself”
condition (Table 13) would see four images (each displaying one of the four messengers)
containing textual information on the relevant belief, as well as the name and age of the
source. Meanwhile participants assigned to the “Expert – Protecting Oneself” condition
would see identical messages, except the sources were described as doctors. The order in
which images were presented to participants was randomized.
All participants saw another set of four messages at the end of the experiment
which were not specific to the message condition they were randomized to. These
messages were randomly chosen to be included in the message effectiveness rating
question and were identical for all participants. Figure 2 presents the messages
participants in the Layperson – Allergic Reaction (less promising) condition received,
and Figure 3 presents those received by participants in the Expert – Protecting Oneself
(more promising) condition. The messages presented in this experiment were not
previously tested or validated, but were made following the template of those used in an
experiment on youth smoking which were validated (Lee et al., 2016)
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Cynthia, 46
The benefits of the COVID-19 vaccine continue to outweigh potential risks.
Anaphylaxis, a severe type of allergic reaction, after COVID-19 vaccination is rare
and has occurred at a rate of about 5 cases per one million vaccines administered.
This type of allergic reaction can occur after any vaccination. If it happens,
healthcare providers can effectively and immediately treat it. Learn more about the
COVID-19 vaccines at vaccines.gov.

Anthony, 29
The CDC recommends that people get vaccinated even if they have a history of
severe allergic reactions not related to vaccines or injectable medications—
such as food, pet, venom, environmental, or latex allergies. People with a
history of allergies to oral medications or a family history of severe allergic
reactions may also get vaccinated. Learn more about the COVID-19 vaccines at
vaccines.gov.

Curtis, 48
Most people can get covid-19 vaccines without risks of allergic reactions. Even
people who have allergies to medications, foods, and other substances should
be able to take COVID-19 vaccines safely. But if you’re concerned, your doctor,
pharmacist, or other healthcare provider can answer your questions. Learn
more about the COVID-19 vaccines at vaccines.gov.

Chelsea, 27
Millions of people in the U.S. have safely received COVID-19 vaccines under
the most intense safety monitoring in U.S. history. Serious side effects and
allergic reactions are extremely rare, occurring in only a small number of
people. All COVID-19 variants are greater threats to you than any risk from
vaccine side effects, and vaccines are much safer paths to immunity than the
disease itself. Learn more about the COVID-19 vaccines at vaccines.gov.

Figure 2. Less promising belief (Allergic Reaction) messages communicated by laypersons

Figure 2. Less promising belief (Allergic Reaction) messages communicated by laypersons
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Dr. Brown, Internal Medicine
CDC strongly recommends you get a COVID-19 vaccine as soon as you can. It will
reduce your risk of getting the disease and help protect you from getting seriously
ill if you get COVID-19. Millions of people have already received the vaccines, so
we're headed in the right direction. Learn more about the COVID-19 vaccines at
vaccines.gov.

Dr. Greaves, Preventive Medicine
The risk that COVID poses is going down for most people in the United States—
thanks, in large part, to widespread vaccination. Get your COVID vaccine as
soon as you can and stay up to date with your vaccines. Vaccines offer you the
best protection from COVID. Learn more about the COVID-19 vaccines at
vaccines.gov.

Dr. Harris, Family Medicine
Studies show that getting a COVID-19 vaccine after you recover from COVID-19
provides added protection to your immune system. Vaccines are a safe way to keep
you from getting and spreading COVID-19. COVID-19 vaccination also helps protect
you from serious illness if you get sick again. Learn more about the COVID-19
vaccines at vaccines.gov.

Dr. Owens, Emergency Medicine
Do you need the COVID-19 vaccine if you’ve already had COVID? The answer is yes!
We don’t yet know how long you’ll be protected from getting sick again after
recovering from covid. Vaccines are safe and effective ways to protect yourself and
the people around you from covid. So, if you already had covid, talk to your doctor or
pharmacist about when you should get your free vaccine. Learn more about the
COVID-19 vaccines at vaccines.gov.

Figure 3. More promising belief (Protecting Oneself) messages communicated by
experts

Figure 3. More promising belief (Protecting Oneself) messages communicated by experts
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Measures
Participants assigned to the message conditions responded to the outcome
measures after message exposure, while those in the no message control were
immediately presented with the outcome measures.
Vaccination Intention
Intention to receive a COVID-19 vaccine was the key outcome of interest,
and thus was presented first. It was measured with a single item which stated, “If you
were able to get a COVID-19 vaccine today, what is the likelihood you would get
vaccinated?”. Responses were rated on a 4-point Likert scale (1 = very likely, 4 =
very unlikely).
Belief Items
Endorsement of both Allergic Reaction and Protecting Oneself beliefs was
measured after vaccination intention. Two additional beliefs were probed alongside
each main belief. Participants were asked, “How much do you agree or disagree with
the following statements, if you were to get vaccinated against the coronavirus?”
Belief statements for Allergic Reaction and its accompanying beliefs were as
follows:
1. “You would have an allergic reaction to the vaccine.”
2. “You would experience minor side effects for one or two days.”
3. “You would experience long-term effects from the vaccine.”
Belief statements for Protecting Oneself and its related beliefs read as
follows:
1. “You would be well protected from getting infected with the coronavirus.”
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2. “You would be protecting others in your community from getting infected.”
3. “You would be helping to stop the spread of the coronavirus.”
Belief endorsement was rated on a 4-point Likert scale (1 = strongly agree, 4 =
strongly disagree) with an option to respond, “don’t know”. Only the singular belief
items corresponding to the belief promise conditions were used in the analyses.
Manipulation and Attention Check
After completing the belief measures, participants were presented with an
item that served both as an attention check and a manipulation check. The item
stated, “Please respond to the following statement about the 4 campaign messages
you saw: The speakers in the images were doctors.” Response options included
“Yes”, “No”, or “I did not see any images”.
Analyses
Means and standard deviations of the three primary dependent variables by
condition were calculated and presented. Then a series of ANOVAs and regression
models were used to test the proposed main effect and interaction hypotheses.
Results
Manipulation and attention check
Respondents were asked to recall who the source of their message was. This
provided information about whether the respondents were attending to the message, and,
effectively, whether the source manipulation was noticed. 92% of those who saw a doctor
responded accurately, compared to 79% of those who did not see a doctor (Table 15).
Although respondents were more biased towards reporting their source was a doctor, the
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results of the manipulation check suggest that the majority of the sample adequately
attended to the content of their messages.
Table 15. Percentage reporting doctor vs. not a doctor source within message conditions
Actual source
Reported source
Not a doctor source
Doctor source
(n=197)

Layperson
79%
21%
(98)

Overall
Doctor
8%
92%
(99)

43%
57%

Evidence of differential belief promise of targeted beliefs
The foundational survey (Study 2) had provided evidence that the two focal
beliefs had different levels of promise. The experimental study established that this
assumption remained valid. Examining the control group, alone, the association of
intention with no “Allergic Reaction” was smaller than the association of intention with
“Protecting Oneself” (Table 16).
Table 16. Correlations of targeted beliefs with vaccination intention for control group
(n=48)
1
1. (no) Allergic Reaction belief
1.00
2. Protecting Oneself belief
.20
3. Intention
.19
Note. *: p <.05, **: p <.01, ***: p <.001

2

3

1.00
.54**

1.00

Dependent Variables
Across the whole sample mean vaccination intention (recoded to 1= very unlikely,
4 = very likely) was 1.92 (SD = 1.06). Responses to the Allergic Reaction belief item
were recoded so that the highest response reflected the most pro-vaccine sentiment (1 =
strongly agree, 4 = strongly disagree). Mean (no) Allergic Reaction belief was 2.65 (SD
= .81) and mean Protecting Oneself belief (1 = strongly disagree, 4 = strongly agree)
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was 2.14 (SD = .99). Table 17 displays mean vaccination intention, Allergic Reaction
belief, and Protecting Oneself belief by each level of the two independent variables.
Table 18 presents the means of the dependent variables by each experimental condition.
Table 17. Distribution of dependent variables by each independent variable (means and
standard errors) (N=245)
Independent Variable

1. Belief Promise
i. Less Promising:
Allergic Reaction
ii. More Promising:
Protecting Oneself
iii. No Message Control
2. Message Source

n/N

Intention
(1=very unlikely,
4=very likely)

M (sd)
(no) Allergic Reaction
(1=strongly agree,
4=strongly disagree)

99

2.03 (.11)

2.83 (.08)

2.23 (.10)

98

1.96 (.11)

2.52 (.08)

2.18 (.10)

48

1.6 (.12)

2.55 (.12)

1.92 (.14)

Protecting Oneself
(1=strongly
disagree,
4=strongly agree)

i. Lay Person
98
2.11 (.12)
2.67 (.08)
2.22 (.10)
ii. Expert
99
1.88 (.10)
2.70 (.08)
2.18 (.10)
Note. Intention was recoded (1=very unlikely, 4=very likely). Allergic Reaction was recoded (1=strongly
agree, 4=strongly disagree) so that a higher rating corresponds with endorsement of the pro-vaccine belief.
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Table 18. Distribution of dependent variables by experimental condition (means and
standard errors) (N=245)
M (sd)
Condition

n/N

Intention
(1=very unlikely,
4=very likely)

(no) Allergic Reaction
(1=strongly agree,
4=strongly disagree)

Protecting Oneself
(1=strongly
disagree, 4=strongly
agree)

1: Lay Source – Allergic
Reaction

48

2.17 (.17)

2.89 (.12)

2.22 (.16)

2: Expert Source –
Allergic Reaction

51

1.91 (.15)

2.80 (.12)

2.24 (.13)

3: Lay Source –
Protecting Oneself

50

2.06 (.16)

2.46 (.11)

2.23 (.13)

4: Expert Source –
Protecting Oneself

48

1.86 (.15)

2.58 (.11)

2.13 (.15)

5: No Message Control

48

1.6 (.12)

2.55 (.12)

1.92 (.14)

Note. Intention was recoded (1=very unlikely, 4=very likely). Allergic Reaction was recoded (1=strongly
agree, 4=strongly disagree) so that a higher rating corresponds with endorsement of the pro-vaccine belief.

H1: Exposure to messages addressing a belief (either “less” or “more” promising) will
lead to stronger endorsement of that belief.
One-way ANOVAs corrected for multiple comparisons were run on the whole
sample (N=245) to determine the effect of message exposure on corresponding belief
endorsement (H1). Participants were assigned to receive Allergic Reaction messages (less
promising), Protecting Oneself messages (more promising), or no messages.
First, the effect of message exposure on endorsement of the Allergic Reaction
belief was tested. There was a significant effect of message exposure on belief
endorsement between groups at the p<.05 level (F(2,242) = 4.37, p = .014). A Tukey
post-hoc test indicated that mean (no) Allergic Reaction belief endorsement was higher
for participants who received Allergic Reaction messages compared to those who
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received Protecting Oneself messages (+0.32  .11, p = .016). There was no difference in
belief endorsement between the Control and Allergic Reaction groups (-.29  .14, p =
.107), although the sign of the difference was as expected, nor was there a difference
between the Control and Protecting Oneself groups (.03  .14, p = .973).
Next, the effect of message exposure on endorsement of the Protecting Oneself
belief was tested. There was no significant effect of message exposure on belief
endorsement between groups (F(2,242) = 1.67, p = .191). On this basis, H1 is partially
supported as there was only a significant effect of message exposure on belief
endorsement for those in the Allergic Reaction message conditions.
H2: Exposure to messages addressing a promising belief will lead to stronger intention
to get vaccinated through higher belief endorsement.
The second hypothesis (H2) proposed a mediational effect of belief endorsement
in the relationship between message exposure and vaccination intention. A series of OLS
regression models were used to test this in the study sample (N=245). First, the effect of
message exposure on intention was tested. Next, belief endorsement of Allergic Reaction
and Protecting Oneself were separately introduced into the initial model resulting in three
separate models.
The results presented in Table 19 can be used to tell two distinct stories. The first
abides by strict significance tests and only claims effects when the p =.05 level is
reached; the second pays attention to the magnitude of the coefficients. Results of Model
1 (Table 19) indicate that compared to the control group, those exposed to Allergic
Reaction messages had higher vaccination intentions (b = .42; p = .02). There was no
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difference in vaccination intentions between the control group and the Protecting Oneself
message groups. In Model 2, endorsement of (no) Allergic Reaction belief was controlled
for. In this model belief endorsement is a significant predictor of intention (b = .29; p =
.001) and Allergic Reaction message exposure is no longer associated with intention.
This outcome suggests evidence of a mediational effect of belief endorsement.
Endorsement of Protecting Oneself belief was controlled for in Model 3. Belief
endorsement is a significant predictor of vaccination intention (b = .65; p <. 001),
however there was no difference in intention of those in the Protecting Oneself groups
compared to the control group. Therefore, there is no basis for potential mediation. Based
on these results, H2 is partially supported because there was only evidence of mediation
by belief endorsement for those in the Allergic Reaction conditions.
An analysis which pays close attention to magnitude of the coefficients supports a
distinct story. The coefficients for each exposure condition in Model 1 are quite similar
(.42 and .35), suggesting both message conditions had comparable effects on intention
contrasted with the control condition. Model 2 suggests a small decrease in the effect of
the Allergic Reaction message when the linked belief was controlled (from .42 to .34),
consistent with mediation. But model 2 also shows that the Protecting Oneself condition
becomes significant when the allergic belief is controlled, although its coefficient is
virtually unchanged. Finally Model 3 shows that both message exposure conditions
become sharply and similarly less predictive of intentions when the Protecting Oneself
belief is controlled, evidence consistent with the claims that both messages’ influence is
mediated by the Protecting Oneself belief. A side finding, consistent with the analysis
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above about relative promise of the two beliefs – the coefficient for the Protecting
Oneself belief (.65) in Model 3 is more than twice the size of the Allergic Reaction belief
in Model 2 (.29).
Table 19. Regression of vaccination intention on message exposure, controlling for belief
endorsement (N=245)
Vaccination Intention
Predictors
Model 1
Model 2
Model 3
Belief Promise Condition
b (s.e.)
b (s.e.)
b (s.e.)
i. Less: Allergic Reaction
.42 (.19)*
.34 (.18)
.22 (.15)
ii. More: Protecting Oneself
.35 (.19)
.36 (.18)*
.18 (15)
(no) Allergic Reaction belief
.29 (.08)**
Protecting Oneself belief
.65 (.05)***
Note. *: p <.05, **: p <.01, ***: p <.001. No-message control condition is used as the comparison group.
Intention was recoded (1=very unlikely, 4=very likely). Allergic Reaction was recoded (1=strongly agree,
4=strongly disagree) so that a higher rating corresponds with endorsement of the pro-vaccine belief.

H3-H5: Main effects of belief promise and source on intention; Interaction effect on
intention
A two-way ANOVA was run only on participants assigned to a message condition
(n=197) to examine the joint effect of belief promise and source on vaccination intention.
It was proposed in H3 that exposure to a more promising belief (Protecting Oneself) will
have a stronger effect on intention than a less promising belief (Allergic Reaction).
Similarly, H4 predicted that exposure to messages from a credible source would predict
stronger vaccination intention compared to a non-credible source. Results of the ANOVA
indicated that there was no main effect of source credibility on intention (F(1,193) =
2.25, p = .136). While the previous analysis showed that the message exposure
conditions were different than the control condition (Model 1 in Table 19) main effect
comparing the two message conditions in their effect on intention was not significant
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(F(1,193) = .24, p = .623). The final (H5) hypothesis proposed an interaction between
belief promise and source credibility on vaccination intention. Specifically, it was
predicted that the effect of being exposed to an expert versus lay source will be larger in
the less promising belief condition than in the more promising belief condition. The
results of the ANOVA indicated no significant interaction of the two independent
variables on intention (F(1,193) = .04, p = .851). Based on these results, H3, H4, and H5
are rejected as no significant main effects were observed, and nor was an interaction
effect.
Conclusion
The goal of this study was to examine whether a credible source could enhance
the persuasiveness of a less promising belief. This was specifically tested in H 5, in which
it was proposed that the effect of being exposed to an expert versus lay source will be
larger in the less promising belief condition than in the more promising belief condition.
However, for this hypothesis to be supported there needed to be evidence of preceding
relationships among the key variables of the study. Hypotheses 1-4 were proposed to test
those relationships.
The Reasoned Action Approach and its antecedents posit that behavioral intention
is predicted by one’s beliefs related to the behavior in question. Thus, message exposure
is expected to affect behavioral intention through changing an individual’s beliefs. The
first two hypotheses tested these relationships. In testing H1, it was found that message
exposure only predicted belief change for those who received the less promising belief
messages (Allergic Reaction). Similar findings were observed from testing the mediation
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hypothesis (H2); however, the results can be interpreted in two different ways. Focusing
solely on statistical significance, Allergic Reaction belief mediated the relationship
between Allergic Reaction message exposure and vaccination intention. This pattern was
not observed for Protecting Oneself belief and exposure to Protecting Oneself messages
did not predict intention change, again with the caveat of focusing solely on statistical
significance.
A second interpretation focuses on the coefficients and the way they change
across the three models presenting the results of this hypothesis (H 2) test. When
Protecting Oneself belief is controlled for, the effects of message exposure to both belief
conditions on intention is halved. Further, the effect of this belief on intention is more
than twice that of Allergic Reaction. These results are consistent with prior findings
(from Study 2) that Protecting Oneself is a stronger predictor of vaccination intention,
and thus is a more promising belief. Yet despite what the data consistently conveys about
the promise of this belief, no statistically significant effects of Protecting Oneself
message exposure were observed in this study. There are two likely reasons for this.
The first potential reason is that this is a group whose vaccination beliefs are
mostly difficult to shift. It is likely that this study’s sample has reached a ceiling in being
able to be convinced that they would be protecting themselves from the coronavirus
through vaccination. Research on vaccine hesitancy indicates that across various disease
areas there is a proportion of the population that delays or refuses vaccination (Dubé et
al., 2015; MacDonald, 2015b). This subgroup has also been found to be difficult to
persuade towards vaccine uptake. Recall this experiment was conducted among
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unvaccinated Black adults between May and June in 2022. At this time 80% of the Black
(adult) population had been vaccinated against COVID-19, and 12% reported that they
would definitely not get vaccinated. (KFF COVID-19 Vaccine Monitor Dashboard,
2022). All adults in the U.S. had been eligible for COVID-19 vaccination since April
2021. Therefore, considering the time that had passed it is quite likely that this study’s
sample was not unvaccinated due to factors beyond their control, nor due to a lack of
effective public messaging campaign efforts. Instead, it is more plausible that they are
representative of this previously mentioned group of vaccine refusers and thus are not
amenable to belief change.
The second possible explanation for the lack of observed effects of Protecting
Oneself message exposure is weak construct validity. The messages themselves may not
have been adequately designed to affect the linked belief. Messages used in this study
were not previously tested so it is possible that a different iteration of messages could be
more effective. However, this explanation seems less likely than the first because
participants were exposed to multiple messages in both message conditions, and there
were observed effects of exposure to the Allergic Reaction messages.
The last three hypotheses proposed main effects of each independent variable on
vaccination intention (H3 and H4), and the final key hypothesis of an interaction (H5).
These hypotheses were all rejected. Related to the reasoning put forth to explain the lack
of support for H2, the participants in this study likely have traits that distinguish them
from the vaccinated population. While there is evidence that the allergy message affected
the allergy belief, this belief was not a sufficient influence on intention to show effects.
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This was true even when the source was portrayed as expert. Therefore, the expected
persuasion effect of source might not be relevant for this potentially immutable group of
unvaccinated people. Future research should investigate the characteristics that
differentiate the vaccine resistant population from those who do get vaccinated, the
information processing variables that might increase their propensity to be persuaded, and
lastly test and validate potential messages.
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CHAPTER 5: GENERAL DISCUSSION
Summary of Results
The presented studies were developed to accomplish two things. First, they aimed
to investigate drivers of COVID-19 vaccine hesitancy among Black Americans, with the
motivation of identifying subgroup differences and salient beliefs that would inform a
potential communication campaign. Second, they sought to connect findings from
persuasion and behavior change literature to provide evidence for enhancing the impact
of public health campaign messages. Study 1 involved mixed-methods formative research
where salient COVID-19 vaccination beliefs were identified. 45 unique beliefs were
elicited from the study and 20 were chosen to test in Study 2. Population-level data on
COVID-19 vaccination at the time (August 2021) indicated that younger and middleaged adults (18-49 years of age) were more likely to be vaccine hesitant, and thus this age
group became the focal age group of the subsequent studies.
In Study 2 the previously identified beliefs were incorporated into a crosssectional survey administered to a sample of Black people between 18-49 years old,
regardless of COVID-19 vaccination status. This survey tested the relationships between
vaccination beliefs and vaccination intention and behavior, using the analytical
framework of the Hornik & Woolf approach. The study identified 14 beliefs that would
be promising to target in a potential public health messaging campaign. A key objective
of this research was to provide evidence that less promising messages could be made
more persuasive by being communicated by a credible source. To test this claim, there
needed to be substantive variation in belief promise, indicated by a belief’s percentage to
gain statistic. The results of Study 2 showed little variation in percentage to gain across
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the 14 beliefs. Thus, the belief with the lowest percentage to gain (less promising), and
one with one of the highest percentages to gain (more promising) were chosen to test in
the final study.
In Study 3, the two chosen beliefs were transformed into messages. These
messages varied in whether they were communicated by a doctor (an expert) or a
layperson source. Outcome variables of interest were belief endorsement and vaccination
intention. Participants, who were all unvaccinated, were exposed to multiple messages
corresponding to their belief condition. These beliefs were either communicated by an
expert or non-expert source. The main hypothesis of this study was that a credible source
would enhance the persuasiveness of a message targeting a less promising belief, with
vaccination intention being the key persuasion outcome. Results of the analyses were not
able to support this hypothesis. Belief promise did not affect intention, nor did source
variation. Although, it was observed that exposure to the less promising belief messages,
which addressed the belief that one would experience an allergic reaction, did affect the
linked belief. Conversely, exposure to the more promising belief messages (that one
would be protecting themselves if vaccinated) had no effect on its linked belief.
While exposure to the more promising belief messages did not impact vaccination
intention based on statistical significance, the results of Study 3 do indicate that the
linked belief was a significantly stronger predictor of intention than the less promising
belief. This finding supports what was previously identified in Study 2. However, the
lack of observed main effects and interaction on intention suggest that additional research
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needs to be conducted to uncover effective messaging strategies for this unvaccinated
population.
Limitations
There were several limitations to the present set of studies. One of the most
significant limitations was time. The studies were proposed in a time where disparities in
COVID-19 vaccination were driven by a combination of structural barriers, such as lack
of vaccine access in a given area, and differences in attitudes towards the vaccine. Over
the duration of this research (August 2021 – June 2022) progress was made in vaccine
accessibility and availability, easing barriers for those affected. Also, those who were
unvaccinated but open to changing their minds were most likely vaccinated by the time
the final study was administered from May 2022 to June 2022 (KFF COVID-19 Vaccine
Monitor Dashboard, 2022). Thus, eligibility was presumably limited to those who are
more likely to be vaccine refusers, than hesitant. This might explain the lack of observed
effects in Study 3. Also, beliefs predicting vaccination might have changed from when
the elicitation study was conducted (August 2021 – September 2021) to when the final
experiment was administered (May 2022 – June 2022).
Other limitations were specific to each study. In Study 1A it is possible that the
open-ended survey responses were not representative of the overall Black American
population. Similarly in Study 1B it is conceivable that tweets included in the analysis
were not adequately representative of Black people’s beliefs given the user demographics
of the Twitter platform compared to the U.S. population. Data from Pew Research Center
suggests that Twitter users are more highly educated (42% of users are college graduates)
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compared to the U.S. population (31%). Twitter users also tend to be wealthier (41%
have a household income of $75,000 or more) in comparison to all U.S. adults (32%)
(Wojcik & Hughes, 2019). Also, tweets were not limited to users who identified as Black,
as this is a difficult and ethically fraught goal to attain, given that racial identity data is
not accessible through the Twitter API v2. The platform even discourages using data
obtained from the API to infer or derive information on users’ racial and ethnic
backgrounds (Twitter, Inc, n.d.). Therefore, for the results of Study 1B, it meant that
there was a strong likelihood that beliefs of people from other backgrounds were included
in the analysis. An additional contributor to this limitation was the criterion for choosing
geolocations for tweets used in the analysis. Cities among those with the highest
proportion of Black Americans, based on 2020 U.S. Census data, which also had a Black
population of at least 400,000 were chosen. The proportions of Black people across the
12 chosen cities chosen ranged from 6%-34%. Thus, there was a substantial chance of
retaining Tweets authored by non-Black people. However, concerns with the above
limitations are attenuated by the fact that most of beliefs tested in Study 2, which was
limited to Black respondents, were significantly associated with behavior and intention.
In Study 2, concerns of endogeneity and inability to establish causal order were
limitations. One cannot determine whether behavior and intention were influencing
beliefs, or whether beliefs were influencing behavior and intention. This is always a
concern with cross-sectional surveys. However, the fact that beliefs associated with
behavior among the vaccinated were also associated with intention among the
unvaccinated lessens the concern of vaccination influencing beliefs. Another limitation
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related to Study 2, as well as Study 3, was the lack of variation in percentage to gain
values among the beliefs identified as significantly associated with vaccination intention.
The research proposed in this dissertation was predicated on the observation of more
substantial differences in percentage to gain statistics, in order to meaningfully evaluate
the effects of differentially credible sources. The percentage to gain values of the less
promising belief (25%) and the more promising belief (37%) were likely not so different
from one another. This observation bodes well for the public health field, in that most, if
not all, of the significant beliefs identified in Study 2 would be worthwhile to target in a
public messaging campaign. However, for this dissertation it might partially explain why
there were no observed effects of either belief message exposure on COVID-19
vaccination intention. There was one belief that had a comparatively larger percentage to
gain statistic of 44%. This was the belief that “Drug companies are pushing vaccination
just to make a lot of money.” Based on its percentage to gain value, this belief would have
been a strong contender for the “more” promising belief construct, but it posed challenges
in terms of being able to be transformed into a message. The messages included in Study
3 were modeled after messages circulating in the media environment. At the time of this
study’s development, there were not many readily accessible pro-vaccination messages
addressing this belief. Incidentally, this instance exemplified one of the justifications of
this dissertation research, which was that beliefs with the highest percentage to gain
values cannot always be prioritized when planning a public messaging campaign (Hornik
et al., 2019).
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Another important limitation of Study 3 was the manipulation of source
credibility. The results of the manipulation check in this study demonstrated that
participants were aware of the credentials (or lack thereof) of their messenger. However,
a few things could have been done differently to increase the chances of observing effects
of source credibility. One such approach would have been to strengthen the manipulation
of source credibility by incorporating additional information on both types of sources.
For example, information conveying the types of communities served by the doctors,
their institutional affiliations, and years in their respective fields could have been added
to further prime participants on the heightened credibility of the doctors. Similarly,
incorporating information on the layperson sources which highlighted their non-medical
backgrounds could have primed participants on their lack of credibility in this context.
Another approach I could have taken to improve the source credibility manipulation
would have been to use sources that the study sample identified as credible (or not). In
Study 1A, participants identified individuals and groups that would either approve or
disapprove of their getting vaccinated. However, that data was not used in selecting
sources to manipulate in Study 3. Instead, “credible” and “not credible” sources were
predetermined for Study 3 based on extant literature that suggests health professionals are
typically seen as the most credible and trustworthy sources of health information
(Boulware et al., 2003; Freimuth et al., 2017; Quinn et al., 2018). Results from Study 3
suggest that another type of source might be perceived as more credible than a doctor, or
that a layperson might not be evaluated as being less credible than a doctor by this
study’s population. Incorporating data on normative influences from Study 1A into
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selection of sources to manipulate might have allowed for the observation of an effect of
source credibility on vaccination intention.
Another important limitation of Study 3 to consider was the use of static images,
which are likely not representative of the most effective COVID-19 vaccine messages in
the media environment. More sophisticated messages with audiovisual components might
have been more effective. Also, forced message exposure in an experiment does not
represent the conditions in which people would realistically be exposed to campaign
messages. In this experiment, participants had the ability to ignore the messages and
proceed to the end of the study without much elaboration on their content. Whereas
outside of an experimental setting people are more likely to be exposed to health
messaging while scanning media sources (Hornik et al., 2013; Kelly et al., 2010). It is
under those conditions that repeated message exposure can reasonably be expected to
influence health behavior. Lastly, conclusions made from studies using online-only
samples are prone to bias (Daniels, 2013). All participants of the studies presented here
were recruited from online survey panels. It is probable that the views of online study
participants are not reflective of those who for example, are not aware of these panel
platforms, do not have internet access, or are excluded due to language barriers.
Therefore, it is likely that the conclusions of these studies would vary if participants
recruited through other means were included.
Implications and Future Directions
The studies presented have implications for both campaign planning and message
effects research. Study 1 demonstrated the utility in combining traditional survey
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methods with unsupervised machine learning when conducting formative research. These
two methods were combined to account for potential bias each approach could have
introduced, and to increase the likelihood of reaching a point of saturation in the
identification of salient beliefs. The results of the study suggest that these goals were met.
Therefore, future formative research studies should employ different forms of belief
elicitation and take advantage of publicly available media data when possible.
Studies 2 and 3 highlighted the value of the Hornik & Woolf approach in
identifying promising beliefs. However, both studies’ results do not elucidate the causal
order of beliefs’ associations with behavior and intention. Additional research is needed
to establish predictive validity of vaccination beliefs, as was similarly done in the context
of youth smoking (Hornik et al., 2019; Lee et al., 2016). Such evidence would bolster
recommendations for targeting promising beliefs for future campaigns.
Study 3 solely focused on the effect of source credibility. The Elaboration
Likelihood Model and other dual processing models highlight other message effects
variables that influence message processing and persuasion (Smith & Collins, 2009).
Future research should examine other approaches of applying information processing
theories to inform campaign planning. Additionally, the quality of the messages used and
the source credibility manipulation in this study potentially influenced its outcome.
Future research should endeavor to develop more sophisticated messages and test
different iterations to ensure they are able to shift beliefs. Future research should also
identify who persistently vaccine hesitant and vaccine refusing individuals are likely to
perceive as credible sources, as well as other characteristics that differentiate this group
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from the non-hesitant. Finally, the use of online samples prevents one from fully
understanding the breadth of concerns and behavioral patterns of a target population,
especially when conducting research on marginalized groups. Future studies should
recruit participants through offline avenues when possible.
Conclusion
In March 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic began to sweep the globe and
unfortunately, marginalized populations fared the worst outcomes. In the United States,
Black Americans were among those with the highest risk of exposure, severe illness, and
mortality. Thus, when vaccination became available to mitigate the harms of the virus, it
was essential to prioritize access for those populations faring the worst.
Despite the dire need of vaccination among the Black population, when vaccines
initially became available, Black Americans were among those with the lowest
intentions. Thus, presenting a need to investigate the drivers of this vaccine hesitancy to
inform the development of public health communication interventions. This dissertation
aimed to combine findings from persuasion literature and public health campaign
planning to address the problem. However, time presented a challenge to this research.
While the studies progressed, the public health environment changed. There were
population-wide increases in COVID-19 vaccination in the U.S., and the Black
population began to reflect some of the highest vaccination rates compared to other racial
groups. The changing vaccination trends ultimately impacted who was able to participate
in this dissertation’s studies.
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Vaccine hesitancy is a complex public health challenge. Research in the space has
distinguished hesitancy from refusal, wherein hesitancy refers to those who delay
vaccination and refusal refers to those who are unlikely to ever adopt. Evidence gathered
from the presented studies indicate that the beliefs predicting vaccination are consistent
across the vaccination uptake spectrum. But what these studies also show is that while
vaccination-predicting beliefs are the same despite vaccination status, some people are
more susceptible to belief change than others. Specifically, those who have persisted in
their refusal to get vaccinated are likely going to hold staunch beliefs that are difficult to
move. These findings point to the need for future research to dig deeper into the
characteristics of vaccine refusers that differentiate them from the rest of the population
to fully address vaccination disparities.
Finally, it is important to reiterate that participation in all studies presented in this
dissertation was limited to those who self-reported as Black or African American. This
choice was made because when conducting research on racial health disparities, it is
important to focus more attention on the groups experiencing the disparity rather than
taking a comparative approach. When population-wide data highlights a disparity,
research that, for example, focuses on comparative effects of an intervention on a
marginalized and a privileged group, may not be the best use of time and resources. In
fact, such comparisons can inadvertently reify the idea that individuals are experiencing a
disparity because of their race. However, in reality, racial disparities reflect a group’s
experience of systemic racism and inequity. Public health research should continue to
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avoid this comparative framing when possible and endeavor to prioritize the needs of
marginalized groups on their own.
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